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WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD COMPANY
DALTON MARBLE WORKS.

v.

Supreme Court of Georgia. 1905.
122 Georgia, 774.

Simmons, C. J. : A smmnons was issued by a justice of
the peace in the name of the "Dalton Marble Works"
At
against the Western and Atlantic Railroad Company.
the trial before the justice a motion was made to dismiss
the case on the ground that it was not alleged that the
''
Dalton Marble Works was a corporation, nor, if it was a
partnership, did it appear who were the partners composing
the firm, nor was it the name of an individual." To meet
this objection plaintiff's coimsel amended by inserting,
after "Dalton Marble Works," the words "H. P. Colvard,
proprietor," to which amendment the defendant objected.
The magistrate rendered judgment against the railroad
company, and it appealed the case to a jury, where the same
motion to dismiss and objection to the amendment were
made.
The jury returned a verdict against the railroad
company, and it sued out a certiorari to the superior court,
alleging various errors committed on the trial, among them
being those above stated. The certiorari was refused, and
the railroad company excepted.
1, 2. The view we take of the case renders it unnecessary
to discuss any of the questions made in the bill of exceptions, except the validity of the suit commenced in the
justice's court. We think the court erred in not sustaining
the certiorari upon this ground. As was said in the case of
Anderson v. Brumby, 115 Ga. 649, "This court is fully committed to the proposition that no suit can be lawfully prosecuted save in the name of a plaintiff having a legal entity,
(726)
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either as a natural or as an artificial person." In every
suit brouglit in this State there must be a real plaintiff
and
a real defendant.
The plaintiff or the defendant may be a
natural or an artificial person, or a q^las^ artificial person,
such as a partnership. If the suit is brought in a
name
which IS neither that of a natural person, a corporation, nor
a partnership, it is a mere nullity. A natural person
may
bring a suit in his name for himself, or for the use of any
other person when he holds the legal title and such other
person the equitable title. A corporation may briag suit in
its own name, and, if it fails fully to describe its legal
entity, may amend by alleging that it is a corporation. A
partnership may do likewise." And this is the distinction
between this case and those of St. Cecilia's Academy v.
Hardin, 78 Ga. 39 ; Smith v. Columbia Jewelry Co., 114 Ga.
698; Adas-Teshurun Society v. Fish, 117 Ga. 345; and Perkins V. Shewmake, 119 Ga. 617, relied on by defendant in
error. In these cases the legal entity, of the partnerships
or corporations was not fully disclosed, and this court held
that the petition might be amended by alleging that the
party was a partnership or corporation, as the case might
be, the names importing partnerships or corporations ; and
if the cases had gone to judgment without any objection to
the names the judgments would have been good, because
each of the names imported a corporation or partnership.
The name "Dal ton Marble Works" cannot be fairly said to
import a corp>oration or a partnership, without further description of its legal entity. Even if it is probable that the
court might have construed this name as one that imports a
corporation or a partnership, the amendment offered and
allowed by the court negatives such a construction, for the
reason that the amendment, which was simply "Dalton
Marble Works, H. P. Colvard, proprietor," clearly shows,
if it be true, th^t the "Dalton Marble Works" was neither
a partnership nor a corporation, but merely the name of
Colvard 's property. The "Dalton Marble Works," then,
being neither a natural person, a corporation, nor a partnership, could not legally institute an action; or, in other
•words, there was no plaintiff to the action, and, there being
75.

A partnership is

a statute

not to be deemed a legal entity in the absence of
It is a mere group of individuals acting jointly
See Wright v. Williamson, given in
as such.

so declaring.
should sue and be sued

and
the text infra, and notes.
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suit was a mere nullity, and could not be amended
by inserting the name of Colvard as proprietor, there being
nothing to amend by. See, on this subject, Barbour v.
Albany Lodge, 73 Ga. 474; Thurman v. Cedar Spring
Church, 110 Ga. 816; Mutual Life Co. v. Innum Park
Church, 111 Ga. 678; Anderson v. Brumby, 115 Ga, 649;
Wynn v. Richard Allen Lodge, 115 Ga. 796; 15 Enc. PL &
none, the

Pr.

476, and notes.

Judgment
Cani>l£b,

J.,

reversed.
absent.

All

the justices concur,

McLEAN COUNTY COAL COMPANY
Supreme Court of Illinois.
91

Illinois,

ejocepf

v. LONG.

1879.

617.

Walker, J., delivered the opinion of the court.
It appears that John Long, the husband of appellee, in
his lifetime sued appellant to recover for a quantity of coal
it had mined, removed from land belonging to him, and
converted to its own use. He recovered a judgment, and
appellant brought the case to this court, "and the judgment
was reversed and the cause remanded.
(See 81 lU. 359.)
After the judgment was reversed, and before the case was
tedocketed in the court below, Long died, having, by will,
devised and bequeathed all of his property to appellee.
The cause was docketed, the death of Long suggested, and
leave given to amend the declaration, which was done by
making appellee plaintiff, and the cause progressed in her
name to a trial and judgment against the company, a
motion for a new trial and in arrest having been overruled,
and the company again appeals.
On the trial appellant objected to the admission of evidence of the mining and conversion of the coal.
It appears that neither appellee nor any other person
ever became executor or administrator of Long's estate, no
steps being taken in the probate court for the purpose. On
the one side it is urged that appellee could hot maintain
the action, or anyone else, until letters should be granted
on Long's estate. But it is claimed, as all of Long's prop-
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erty was -mlled to appellee, ste thereby became vested with
the legal title to the claim, and may recover.

At common law it was an inflexible rule, with few excep^
tions, that a chose in action could not be assigned or transferred so as to give the assignee a right of action in his own
name.
That could not be done verbally or in writing,
neither by deed, will or simple contract. Even promissory
notes could not be so assigned or transferred until authorized by the Statute of Anue. Bills of exchange were not an
exception, under the common law, as they were governed
by the mercantile law. Leases, and some covenants for
title, ran with the land, and were assigned and transferred
by a conveyance of the land to which they related. An effort to thus transfer causes of action and contracts no
doubt passed to the assignee an equitable title, which the
courts of law came to recognize and protect, as such, by requiring the assignor, on being indemnified, to permit suit
to be prosecuted in his name, that his assignee might have
the benefit of the equitable transfer of the claim.
Had Long in his lifetime sold this claim, would anyone
contend that the purchaser could have maintained an action in his own name ? Or, suppose he had bequeathed this
claim to some one else, and willed the remainder of his
property to appellee, would anyone suppose that the legatee could sue and recover in his name? Had Long bequeathed to appellee notes or contracts, does anyone suppose she would thereby derive authority to sue? The will
does not vest the legal title to a cause of action in the legatee, any more than would his assignment of such claim in
his Ufetime. The appointment of an executor to carry out
the provisions of the will, vests the title to the goods, chattels and choses in action in the executor, as a quasi trustee,
for the use of the creditors, distributees and legatees. He
can maintain trover, replevin, or other appropriate action
for the recovery of the personal property, or to recover
The legadamages for its wrongful injury or destruction.
tee cannot maintain such actions, dnd the same is true of
choses in action.
These are elementary rules that need no discussioiL
*

Here, appellee has only an equitable title, and
•
•
•
that never confers the right to sue at law.
•

•
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We are, therefore, of opinion that appellee had no right,
without obtaining letters on the estate, to maintain the ao.tion.

It

is urged that appellant should have pleaded in abatement. We fail to see that the law required such a plea to
interpose the defence. To recover, she was bound to prove
a legal right vested m her. She could not recover by proving a right in another person. A person cannot recover
by claiming a demand, and showing another person holds
the demand claimed ; and such is the proof here. This defence may be made under the general issue, as that put her
»
•
*
on the proof of her claim.

The court below, therefore, erred in not arresting the
judgment,' and for that error the judgment of the court below is reversed and the cause remanded.
Judgment reversed.

WELCH

V.

MANDEVILLE.

Supreme Court of the United States.
1

1816,

Wheaton, 233.

[This was an action of covenant brought in the name of
Welch for the use of Prior against Mandeville and Jamieson. Mandeville pleaded in his second plea that a former
suit had been instituted on the same demand, and that it
upon Welch's acknowledgment in
had been dismissed
court that he would not farther prosecute it. To this plea
plaintiff filed a special replication alleging that Welch was
indebted to Prior in more than the sum of $8707.09 and the
defendants were indebted to Welch in said sum of $8707.09
upon the covenant mentioned in the declaration, and that
Welch assigned the covenant to Prior in discharge of said
debt, of which assignment the defendants had notice. The
replication further alleged that the suit in the plea mentioned was brought in the name of Welch, as the nominal
plaintiff, for the use and benefit of Prior, and that the
said suit was dismissed without the authority consent or
knowledge of Prior, by the fraudulent collusion of Mande-
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ville and Welch, for the purpose of defrauding Prior.

To
this replication a general demurrer was
filed.]
Stoky, J., delivered the opinion of the court.
The question upon these pleadings comes to this, whether a nominal plaintiff, suing for the benefit of his assignee,
can, by a dismissal of the suit under a collusive agreement
with the defendant, create a valid bar against any subsequent suit for the same cause of action.
Courts of law, following in this respect the rules of
equity, now take notice of assignments of choses in action,
and exert themselves to afford them every support and protection, not inconsistent with the established principles and
modes of proceeding which govern tribunals acting according to the course of the common law. They will not, therefore, give effect to a release procured by the defendant under a covenous combination with the assignor, in fraud of
his assignee, nor permit the assignor injuriously to interfere with the conduct of any suit commenced by his assignee
to enforce the rights which passed under the assignment.
The dismissal of the former suit, stated in the pleadings in
the present case, was certainly not a retraxit ; and if it had
been, it would not have availed the parties, since it was procured by fraud. Admitting a dismissal of a suit by agreement to be a good bar to a subsequent suit (on which we
give no opinion) it can be so only when it is bona fide, and
not for the purpose of defeating the rights of third persons. It would be strange, indeed, if parties could be allowed, under the protection of its forms, to defeat the
whole objects and purposes of the law itself.
It is the unanimous opinion of the court, that the judgment of the circuit court, overruling the replication to the
second plea of the defendant, is erroneous, and the same is
reversed, and the cause remanded for further proceeding.
Judgment reversed.''''

"

Condensed statement of facts by the editor.
Becord need not disclose real plaintiff.
is well settled that in suits at law, a person who is interested merely
as iisee, is not regarded as a party to the suit, and the fact that the suit
American
is brought for his use need not be expressed upon the record.
It follows that the insertion of
Express Company v. Haggard, 37 111. 465.
the name of the usee may be regarded as surplusage, at least on demurrer."
Northrop v. McGee (1886) 20 111. App. 108.
is usual, when an action is brought in the name of one person for the
use of another, to state the fact in the body of the declaration, or by an
And it is useful and convenient to
endorsement ther«)n or on the writ.
do so, to give notice to the defendant of the rights of the substantial plaintiff,
76.
77.

"It

"It
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and to enable the conrt to protect them hj its orders.
But this is mot
Clarksons
necessary. The statement is no material part of the pleading."
V. Doddridge
(1857) 14 Gratt. (Va.) 42.
Consent of nominal plaintiff.
It is neither necessary that the consent of
the legal plaintiff to the use of his name be obtained, nor will an objection
to such use be effective to prevent it; the only privilege enjoyed by the record
plaintiff is the right to demand security for costs:
Fay v. Gnynon (1881)
131 Mass. 31; Sumner v. Sleeth (1877) 87 111. 500; Hargraves
v. Lewis
(1849) 6 Ga. 207; Eckford v. Hogan (1870) 44 Miss. 398; Webb v. Steele
(1842) 13 N. H. 230; Guernsey v. Bums (1841) 25 Wend. (N. Y.) 411.
Beal plaintiff protected against nominal plaintiff.
In Dazey v. Mills
(1848) 10 111. 67, after conceding that there were cases holding that admissions of the nominal plaintiff could be given in evidence to defeat the
' '
real plaintiff, the court said :
On the other hand, it is held in the cases
of Frear v. Evertson, 20 Johns. 142 ; Hackett v. Martin, 8 Greenl. 77, and
Chisholm v. Newton, 1 Ala. 371, that the declarations of the nominal plaintiff, made after he has parted with his interest in the cause of action, are
not admissible in evidence to defeat the claim of the real party in interest.
The assignee of a chose in action will be protected in a court of law against
the acts and declarations of the assignor subsequent to the assignment.
Kimball v. Huntington, 10 Wend. 677. Where a chose in action is assigned
by the owner, he cannot interfere to defeat the rights of the assignee in the
prosecution of a suit brought to enforce those rights, and it makes no dif
Mandeville
ference whether the assignment be good at law or in equity only.
A payment made to the nominal plaintiff after the
V. Welch, 5 Wheat. 277.
Littlefield
defendant has notice of the assignment constitutes no defense.
So of a set-off obtained after notice of the assignV. Storey, 3 Johns. 426.
ment.
Anderson v. Van Allen, 12 Johns. 343.
So of a release procured
Andrews
v.
from the nominal plaintiff after notice of the assignment.
Beecker, 1 Johns. Gas. 411; Raymond v. Squires, 11 Johns. 47. And it is
immaterial whether the assignment be of the whole subject-matter, • or as
Wheeler v. Wheeler, 9 Cowen, 34.
collateral security.
' ' It seems to be the
decisions, to recognize the rights
, tendency of modern
of the beneficial party, and to protect him against the acts of the party
possessing the naked legal interest, whenever it can be done without injuriously
we are
affecting the rights of the debtor; and subject to this qualification
inclined to adopt the rule in its fullest extent.
The assignee is allowed to
sue in the name of the person having the legal interest, and to control the
The latter cannot interfere further with the prosecution than
proceedings.
to require indemnity against the payment of costs."

HAYWAED

V.

GIFFARD.

Court of Exchequer.

1838.

4 Meeson and Welshy, 194.

Jervis had obtained

a rule calling upon one George
he should not pay forthwith
cause
to
why
show
Spencet
to the defendant, Francis Giffard, the sum of 112 1. 14 s. Bd.,
the amount of the taxed costs on the judgment as in the
case of a nonsuit in the above cause, and also the costs of
The action was brought against the dethe application.
Giffard,
as
clerk to the trustees of Tothill Fields,
fendaat
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acting under an act of Parliament for paving, lighting and
improving the district called Tothill Fields; and the other
defendant, Edward Grove, was and acted as a constable or
broker for the trustees in making a distress upon a house in
the district, occupied by the plaintiff as tenant to the said

George Spencer.
The affidavits upon which the rule was
obtained stated a variety of facts, for the purposes of showing that Spencer was the real plaintiff, and not Hayward;
and they set forth an admission by the plaintiff's attorney,
whereby he agreed to admit on the trial of the cause "that
the action was brought by and at the expense of the said
George Spencer, and that the said John Hayward was the
nominal plaintiff only." Tihe cause, however, did not proceed to trial, but judgment as in case of a nonsuit was
signed, and the defendant's costs were taxed at the above

mentioned sum of 112 1. 14 s. 3d.
Rogers showed cause. This application, calling upon a
person who is not a party to the record to pay the costs of
an action after judgment has been signed, is altogether
without precedentj'and no case of a similar application can
be found. Many cases may be found where, in the early
stages of a cause, a plaintiff has been compelled to give
security for costs; but even in those eases the courts require the application to be made in the first instance, so as
not to allow the party to incur costs. And the reason for
such practice is, that thereby the party is prevented from
going on and increasing the amount of costs until he has
given security for them, which may induce him to consider
whether he has any good grounds for proceeding in the
Here the party ought to have come to the court
action.
immediately after the admission was made, and not have
waited until after judgment was signed. He cited Adams
v. Brovm, 9 Bing. 81, 2 M. & Scott, 154, and Berkeley v.
Dimery, 10 B. & Or. 113.
Jervis and Turner, contra. In this case, Spencer, the
real plaintiff, is seeking, ia the name of Hayward, to try a
right affecting his property, and ought therefore to be
compelled to pay the costs of the action. In cases of ejectment it is frequently done; and in Doe d. Martin v. Gray,
10 B. & Cr. 615, the court, in an action of ejectment, compelled the real defendant, although he was not the party
on the record, to pay the costs.
Pabke, B. — These cases proceed on a different ground:
that as the landlord was tiie real defendant, he ought to
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is,

The defendhave entered into the landlord's rule.
ant should have come to the court for security for costs.]
This is in truth the same as an ejectment, for it is
an action to try a right affecting the property of the landlord. There can be no doubt here that Spencer is the
real plaintiff ; the attorney in the cause admitted that
he
and he himself has not ventured to deny it. [Lord
Abingeb, C. B. — What jurisdiction have we over persons
who are not parties to the record? We have over attorneys
and oflfficers of the court; but in a case where persons are
not parties to the record, and have committed no contempt,
It may be enforced by
how could we enforce our order?}
* • •
attachment for disobedience to a rule of court.
Lord Abingee, C. B. — we were at Uberty to consult
equity and justice, we should probably make this rule
absolute. But the authority of the courts at Westminster
derived from the Queen's writ, directing them to take
cognizance of the suits mentioned in the writs respectively,
and thus bringing the parties before them. This being so,
they have no power to order any particular individual to
come before them at their pleasure.
In the present case,
could have been shown that Spencer had committed any
contempt of court, or been guilty, in respect of this suit,
of anything in the nature of barratry or maintenance,
would have been another matter but we cannot make any
order against an individual who
not party to any suit
before us, nor has been guilty of any contempt, but merely
because he has an interest in the event of the suit. However anxious, therefore, we might be to make this rule
absolute, by doing so we should establish a precedent which
might open a wide sea to injustice.
The casesi where the
courts have interfered in this way are cases of exception.
They are cases where application
made for security for
costs, and even there the order
made in the cause, and
the immediate thing commanded
a stay of proceedings, by
which means the ulterior object of a security for costs
obtained. So in ejectment, which
a fictitious proceeding,
the courts allow the action to be brought in the name of a
nominal plaintiff, and allow the landlord to come in and
defend, but they take notice of the real parties litigant.
Those are the excepted cases, but the general rule is, that
is

is

is is

is

is

;

it

it

if

is

If
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courts of justice have no power to except over parties to the
record.
Parke, B., concurred.
Rule discharged, without costs? ^

8

6

■^'

78.
New parties, either plaintiff or defendant, cannot be added by amendment of the pleadings, in the absence of
statutory authorization:
CJhoteau
l-^^^J}^^ (1846) 10 Mo. 131; Chamberlin v. Hite (1836) 5 Watts (Pa.)
''^a.^ace (1822) 8 S. & E. (Pa.) 53; EUiott v. Clark
(1846)
Voir^^°^ "'• ■'^y®'"
^- Cfleason (1872) 60 Me. 207; NoU t. Swineford
iT"
Pa. St. 187; Seitz v. Buffum (1850) 14 Pa. St. 70; Commission (1847)
Co. v.
Enss (1828)
Cow. (N. T.) 122; except by express eonsent, Wiuslow t.
MerriU (1834) 11 Me. 127.

PEARSON

1

NESBIT.

North Carolina.

of

Supreme Court

V.

1827.

Devereux Law, 315.

a

&

&

[Eichmond Pearson, at the time of his death, was indebted to A. Nesbit
Co., which firm consisted of the defendant
Nesbit and Jesse A. Pearson. He appointed the plaintiff,
Elizabeth Pearson, and Jesse A. Pearson executor and executrix of his will. Nesbit
Co. sued these personal representatives on the said claim, and they confessed judgment,
unsatisfied.
Later Elizabeth Pearson
which remained
writ of error or for an order
moved in the alternative for
on
the ground that Jesse A.
aside
the
judgment,
setting
Pearson was both plaintiff and defendant in the original ac'»

a

is

is

;

is

it,

a

it

a

:

is

tion.]
contest between two
A suit at law,
Hendeeson, J.
court of justice; the one seeking, and the othparties in
er withholding the thing in contest. The same individual
cannot be, at the same time, both the person seeking and
involves an absurdity, that
the person withholding. For
person should seek from himself, or withhold from himself. Between a corporation and individuals composing
this identity does not exist, and the absurdity above stated
both plaintiff and
avoided but where the same person
defendant, in different rights, as for himself on the one
inside, and as executor on the other, this absurdity
creditor
and
as
executor,
When adversary rights,
volved.
79.

Condensed

statement

of facts by the editor.
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or debtor and executor, meet in the same individual, the
law considers the contest as settled — at least as long as the
union exists. As soon, therefore, as it appears to the court
that the same individual is both plaintiff and defendant,
any judgment entered up in the cause is, to say the least erroneous, and should be reversed.
am not prepared to say, whether a writ of error, or a
motion to vacate, is most proper mode of proceeding in this
am satisfied, that a writ of error is a proper
case; but
remedy, although it may not be the only (proper one.
The judgment of the superior ,court, reversing the original judgment, must be aflBrmed.
Pbb Cueiam. Judgment of reversal affirmed."*

I

I

80.
Under this rule an action at law cannot be prosecuted bj a partner
against the partnership, nor by a member against a Toluiitary association,
nor hj one partnership
or association against another having a common
member:
Blaisdell v. Ladd (1843) 14 N. H. 129; Portland Bank v. Hyde
(1834) 11 Me. 196; Moore v. Denslow (1841) 14 Conn. 235; Eastman v.
Wright (1828) 6 Pick. (Mass.) 316.
The rule is limited to cases where the record shows that the same party
is both plaintiff and defendant.
Van Ness v. Forrest (1814) 8 Cranch
(Uj 8.) 30; Blanchard v. Ely (1839) 21 Wen. (N. T.) 342: Mahan v. Sherman (1844) 7 Blackf. (Ind.) 378.

Section

2,

Plaintiffs in Actions
TREAT

V.

on Conteact.

STANTON.

Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut.
14 Connecticut,

1841.

445.

This was an action of assumpsit brought by Amos Treat,
of Dolly Stanton, against John Stanton, eve-

as executor

cutor of Adam Stanton, to recover certain moneys which
the defendant's testator had received from the plaintiff.
•

*

*

The defendant claimed, that the plaintiff was not
entitled to recover in this action; 1st, because the legal
right existing under the receipt, [mentioned in the opinion
of the court], was only in the children of George Stanton;
and consequently, the plaintiff had no right of action.
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and

the defendant

is

if,

Stokes, J.: Dolly Stanton, the plaintiff's testator, having, by her last will, among other bequests, given to five of
her nieces the sum of four hundred dollars each, to be paid
to them when they should arrive at full age, with a proviso, that ia case either of them died without heirs, her
share should be divided among the survivors, and that the
sum of one hundred dollars out of each of said legacies
should be expended, at the discretion of her executor, in
the nurture and education of said nieces,
in his opinion,
necessary, with power to said executor to invest said sum
in stocks, or loan the some on good security bearing interest; the plaintiff placed the amount of said legacies in the
hands of the defendant's testator, who thereupon executed
to the plaintiff the instrument in writing on which this action
brought, acknowledging the receipt thereof, and expressing that the same was so left to said nieces, and agreeing to retain the same in his hands until said nieces should
arrive at full age (except such part thereof, not exceeding
one-fourth, as the plaintiff should want to expend for their
education), and to pay the same with interest to said nieces,
by an order from the plaintiff, when they should become of
age.

is

it

is

it,

is

it

a

is

;

(1

a

is

a

is

the proper
The first question is, whether the plaintiff
suit on this agreement.
person to bring
It
general principle, applicable, to all actions at law,
that they must be, brought by the person whose legal rights
have been affected, or, in other words, who has the legal inof
Chitt. PI. 1.) since
terest in the cause of action
and
legal rights alone that courts of law take cognizance,
that only in favor of those who are recognized as having
those rights. In regard to contracts in particular, the gencorrectly laid down by Chitty, in his treatis.e on
eral rule
Pleading (p. 2.), where he says, "In general, the action on
a contract, whether express or implied, or whether by parol,
or under seal, or of record, must be brought in the name of
the party in whom the legal interest in such contract was
vested,*' And the parties to
contract are the persons in
deemed to be
whom the legal interest in the subject of
vested, and who therefore must be the parties to the action
or reinstituted for the purpose of enforcing
which
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is

is

is

it

it

it

is is

it

is

is

is

it

is

it

is

is

is

a

is

is

it

it

is

it

is,

covering damages for its violation. Not that the person to
whom the promise is nominally made, is always to be considered as the real party to the contract ; for if he is acting
merely as an agent of another, or the promise is made to
hiTn as such, his principal is the person to whom the promise
is deemed to be made, and therefore is the real party to the
contract. If, however, such nominal promisee is an agent,
and has a beneficial interest in the performance of the contract, or a special property in the subject-matter of the
agreement, then the legal interest and right of action is in
him. 8 Conn. Eep. 60; 1 Chitt. PI. 7. It is not, in every
case, however, that it is stated, in express terms, to whom
the promise is made. In such case, the general principle
that
deemed to be made to the person from whom the
consideration for the promise proceeded.
Applying these familiar principles to the contract in
question, there would seem to be no difl&culty in determining the point which we are now considering, unless indeed
some exception can be shewn within which
embraced.
not in this contract expressly stated to whom
Although
the promise
made, yet
appears that the money which
constituted the consideration for the promise of the defend'
ant's testator, was received by him of the plaintiff; and
was money, the legal title to which was in the
also, that
plaintiff. He, therefore,
to be considered the person to
whom the promise
made, and the party to the contract
in whom
vested the legal interest in it. Hence
results,
that the alleged violation of
an injury to his legal
the proper person to bring this suit.
rights, for which he
The defendant, however, insists, that the case
within
a rule which creates an exception to the foregoing principles, that where one person makes a promise to another for
the benefit of third, the latter
the proper party to maintain an action upon it; and therefore claims that the legatees, and not the plaintiff, ought to have brought this suit.
indeed thus laid down, in several cases of
TOie principle
actions on simple contracts; and we are not disposed to
question its correctness as applicable to those cases. It is,
however, so far from being a universal rule, that
quite
true only in a qualified
limited in its application, and
sense; and although the cases decided under
have been
sometimes spoken of as exceptions to the elementary principles which have been mentioned, there
no evidence that
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the courts have intended, in that class of cases, to depart in
the least from those principles. It wiU be seen, by an examination of the cases referred to, that the principle is confined to those cases, where the third person, for whose benefit the promise was made, had the sole and exclusive interest
in the subject of the promise, and the person to whom the
promise was ostensibly made, for the benefit of such third
person, being whoUy destitute of interest, might more
properly be considered an agent for such third person, than
a principal in the transaction, and the person thus exclusively interested, therefore, the real promisee, rather
than the person to whom the promise was made on his beh^f. The rule is laid down with more precision and accuracy, by Chitty, where he says, that "the party, for whose
sole benefit it is evidently made, may sue thereon in his
own name, although the engagement be not directly to or
with him." 1 Chitt. PI. 4. It is very plain that the courts
have not intended to relax, in any degree, the rule that a
legal interest is requisite in the plaintiff. They only invest
the party who is solely benefited by the promise, with that
legal interest, and thus consider him as the real party to
the contract. It is upon this ground that these cases are,
for the mosit part, vindicated and approved.
In Button v. Poole, which is the leading case on this subject (reported in 2 Lev. 210 and also in T. Eaym. 302), the
father of the plaintiff's wife being seised of a wood, which
he intended to sell to raise fortunes for younger children,
the defendant, being his heir, in consideration that he would
promised to pay his daughter, the plainforbear to sell
for which the action was brought and
tiff's wife, lOOO
It is stated that some stress was laid upon the
sustained.
nearness of relationship between the plaintiff's wife and
her father, to whom the promise was made and Mr. Hammond, in his treatise on Parties to Actions, considers that
the father must, in that case, have been deemed to have
furnished the consideration, and acted as his daughter's
agent.

a

it

;

it

1

Johns. Kep. 139, the
v. Camderheyden,
defendant, in consideration of an assignment, by his father,
of his property, promised to purchase for his sister a cherry desk and on the authority of Button v. Poole was held
promise to the sister, considering, undoubtwas
that
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edly, that she, and not her father, was the real promisee,
and he only her agent in the transaction.
In Arnold et al. v. Lyman, 17 Mass, Rep. 400, where A, a
debtor of B, conveys property to C, who, in consideration
thereof, promises to pay certain debts of A, and particularly that which he owes to B; it was held, that C was
liable to B for the amount of A's debt to him, in an action
of assumpsit. The court say: "We think that the promise may be legally considered as made to the several creditors, whose debts the defendant undertook to pay, if they
chose to avail themselves of his engagement. The promise
was to pay certain particular debts ; and there seems to be
no reason why it should not be treated as a promise to the

creditors."

In

The Company of Felt-makers v. Davis, 1 B. & P. 98,
102, Eyeb, Ch. J. says: "As to the case put at the "bar of a
promise to A, for the benefit of B, and an action brought
by B, there the promise must be laid as being made to B,
and the promise actually made to A. may be given in evidence to support the declaration." And in Pigott v. Thompson, 3 B. & P. 149, Lord Alvanley expresses the opinion,
that if A let land to B in consideration of which the latter
promises to pay the rent to C, C may maiatain an action
The reason which he gives, is, that C
on that promise.
would be only a trustee for A ; thus placing it on the
ground that C is to be deemed to be the real promisee, and
so having the legal interest.
Without going into a more particular examination of
the cases of this description, which have been referred to
in the argument, it will be found that they have proceeded,
substantially, on the ground that the sole and exclusive
beneficial interest in the contract is in the person who has
been allowed to bring the suit, and that the nominal promT
isee is only the person through whom the contract was
made. No case has been cited, nor is it believed that any
can be found, where, on a promise made to one sustaining the character of a trustee, the cestui que trust, or person ultimately interested, has been permitted to bring an
action upon it. In such case, the obligation and legal responsibility is exclusively to the trustee, and must be enforced by him in a court of law, as remarked by Chitty:
''
The courts of law will not, in general, notice mere equitable rights, as contradistinguished
from the strict legal ti-

^®°-
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tie and interest, so as to invest the equitable
or merely
beneficial claimant with the abiHty to adopt legal
proceedings in his own name; although the equitable right embrace
the most extensive, or even the exclusive,
interest in the
to be derived from the contract or subject matter of
henefit^
litigation. This could not be disregarded, mthout destroymg the fundamental distinction between courts of law and
courts of equity, with regard to the remedy peculiar to
each jurisdiction.
If the cestui que trust were permitted to
sue at law, in his own name, the benefits and protection intended to result from the intervention of a trustee, clothed
with a legal title, might be lost, and the advantages, arising
from giving courts of equity exclusive control over matters
of trust, would be defeated. Besides, it would be impossible, consistently with the common principles of jurisprudence, to exclude the power of the trustee to sue in respect
of his legal right ; and it would be highly mischievous and
unjust to permit the defendant to be harrassed by two actions upon the same contract or transaction.
The right of
action at Imo has, therefore, been wisely vested solely in the
party having the strict legai title and interest, in exclusion
of the mere equitable claim. ' ' 1 Chitt. PI. 2.
In the present ease, the plaintiff, as executor, sustained
the character of a trustee, not only for the legatees, but
also for the creditors of his testatrix, and the legal title to
the money which formed the consideration for the defendant's promise. For the faithful performance of the trust,
he and his sureties are responsible on the bond given to the
judge of probate ; and it is to that bond that those interested
The money due to
are to resort, if he fails in his duty.
him from the defendant on this contract, forms a part of
the trust fund with which he is to discharge his obligations
It is just and necessary,
as such executor and trustee.
therefore, that he should have the control of that fund, and
the legal means of obtaining and protecting it. The trust
is a personal one, confided to him by the testatrix, of which
it was neither intended that he should, nor is it in his power,
to divest himself. He has not, in our opinion, attempted
to do so, He has, in pursuance of the will, invested this
portion of the money of his testatrix, with a view only of
guarding it so as to enable himself to fulfill the terms of
that instrument. For this purpose it was necessary that he
without any interfershonld retain the entire control of
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in any form, either by the legatees or any other person; and it is most evident that he intended to do so; for,
by the very terms of the agreement, the defendant's testator
was to pay over the money on the order of the plaintiff. In
this loan to Stanton, Treat acted, not as the agent of the
legatees, but on his own behalf. The legatees were minors at
the time of making the contract and could not legally exercise any control oyer the subject. They had no power over
or interest in the money, and could impart none to others.
Treat acted not by their authority, but by that of the testator, given in the will. Indeed, it was wholly uncertain
whether any of these legatees wo^ld ever have any title to
this money or to what extent; since by the will, it will be
perceived that contingencies might have occurred, which
would have varied the amount to which they would be entitled, or indeed deprived them of jt altogether. It is also
obvious, that claims might exist against the estate, which
would absorb the whole estate of the testatrix in the plaintiff's hands. But if the claim of the defendant is correct,
the obligation of the plaintiff, as executor, would continue,
and he be deprived of the means placed in his hands to discharge them. An account of his administration is, moreover, to be rendered, and settled, by the court of probate;
until which it is uncertain what will finally remain for distribution under the will. To sustain the claim of the deence

fendant, therefore, that the legatees are entitled to recover
these moneys from the defendant, would be productive of
the most glaring injustice, thwart the manifest intention
of the testatrix, and of the parties to the agreement, and
introduce a novel principle, which would be attended, in
the management of trusts, with the utmost confusion and
inconvenience.

The superior court is advised, that a new trial ought not
to be granted.

In

opinion the other
Chubch, J^ who was absent.
this

judges

concurred,

except

New triai not to he granted.
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ATKINSON, EXECUTOR OF GUT.

Court of Queen's Bench.
1

1861.

Best cmd Smith, 393.

The declaration stated that the plaintiff was the son of
and hefore the making of the agreement
hereafter mentioned, married the daughter of William Gruy,
deceased ; and before the said marriage of the plaintiff the
said William Guy, in consideration of the then intended
marriage, promised the plaintiff to give to his said daughter a marriage portion, but the said promise was verbal,
and at the time of the making of the said agreement, had
not been performed ; and before the said marriage the said
John Tweddle, in consideration of the said intended marriage, also verbally promised to give the plaintiff a marriage portion, which promise at the time of the making
of the said agreement had not been performed. It then alleged that after the marriage and in the lifetime of the said
William Guy, and of the said John Tweddle, they, the said
William Guy and John Tweddle, entering into the agreement hereafter mentioned as a mode of giving effect to
their said verbal promises ; and the said William Guy also
entering into the said agreement in order to provide for
his said daughter a marriage portion, and to procure a
further provision to be made by the said John Tweddle, by
means of the said agreement, for his said daughter, and
acting for the benefit of his said daughter, and the said
John Tweddle also entering into the said agreement in
order to provide for the plaintiff a marriage portion, and
to procure a further provision to be made by the said William Guy, by means of the said agreement, for the plaintiff,
and acting for the benefit of the plaintiff ; they the' said
William Guy and John Tweddle made and entered into an
agreement in writing in the words following, that is to

John Tweddle,

say:

"High Coniscliffe, July

11, 1855.

"Memorandum of an agreement made this day between
William Guy, of, etc., of the one part, and John Tweedle,
of, etc., of the other part. Whereas it is mutually agreed
that the said William Guy shall and will pay the sum of
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to "William Tweddle, his son-in-law; and the said John
Tweddle, father to the aforesaid WUliam Tweddle, shall
and will pay the sum of 100 I. to th^ said William Tweddle,
each and severally the said sums on or before the 21st day
of August, 1855. And it is hereby agreed by the aforesaid
William Guy and the said John Tweddle that the said William Tweddle has full power to sue the said parties in any
court of law or equity for the aforesaid sums hereby promised and specified."
"And the plaintiff says that afterwards and before this
suit, he and his said wife, who is stiU living, ratified and
assented to the said agreement, and that he is the William
Tweddle therein mentioned.
And the plaintiff says that
the said 21st day of August, A. D. 1855, elapsed, and all
things have been done and happened necessary to entitle
the plaintiff to have the said sum of 200 I. paid by the said
William Guy or his executor ; yet neither the said William
Guy nor his executor has paid the same, and the same is in
Dearrear and unpaid, contrary to the said agreement."
murrer and joinder therein.
WiGHTMAN, J.: Some of the old decisions appear to
support the proposition that a stranger to the consideration
of a contract may maintain an action upon
he stands
in such) a near relationship to the party from whom the
consideration proceeds, that he may be considered a party
to the consideration.
The strongest of those cases
that
cited in Bourne v. Mason,
Ventr.
in which
was held
that the daughter of a physician migh^ maintain assmnpsit
upon a promise to her father to give her a sum of money
he performed a certain cure. But there
no modern
case in which the proposition has been supported.
On the
now established that no stranger to the concontrary,
sideration can take advantage of a contract, although made
is

it

is

if

1

6,

it

is

if

it,

200 I.

for his benefit.

J.: It

it

;

is

it

is

is

admitted that the plaintiff cannot
an exception to the modern and
well-established doctrine of the action of assumpsit.
At
the time when the cases which have been cited were decided
the action of assumpsit was treated as an action of trespass upon the case, and therefore in the nature of a tort;
and the law was not settled, as
now is, that natural love
and affection
not a sufficient consideration for a promise
upon which an action may be maintained nor was
settled
Crompton,

succeed unless this case
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that the promisee cannot bring an action unless the consideration for the promise moved from him. The modem
cases have, in effect, overruled the old decisions ; they show
that the consideration must move from the party entitled
to sue upon the contract. It would be a monstrous proposition to say that a person was a party to the contract for the
purpose of suing upon it for his own advantage, and not a
party to it for the purpose of being sued. It is said that the
father in the present case was agent for the son in making
the contract, but that argument ought also to make the son
liable upon it.
am prepared to overrule the old decisions,
and to hold that, by reason of. the principles which now
govern the action of assumpsit, the present action isi not
maintainable.
BLACKBTmN, J. : The earlier part of the declaration shows
a contract which might be sued on, except for the enactment
in sec. 4 of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3. The
declaration then sets out a new contract, and the only point
is whether, that contract being for the benefit of the children, they can sue ujron it. Mr. Mellish admits that in general no action can be maintained upon a promise, unless the
consideration moves from the party to whom it is made.
But he says that there is an exception ; namely, that when
the consideration moves from a father, and the contract is
for the benefit of his son, the natural love and affection between the father and son gives the son right to sue as if the
consideration had proceeded from himself. And Button a/nd
Wife V. Poole, 2 Lev. 210, 1 Ventr. 318, aff 'd, T. Raym. 302,
was cited for this. We camiot overrule a decision of the
Exchequer Chamber ; but there is a distinct ground on which
that case cannot be supported. The cases upon stat. 27 El.
c 4, which have decided that, by sec. 2, voluntary gifts by
settlement after marriage are void against subsequent purchasers for value, and are not saved by sec. 4, show that
natural love and affection are not sufficient consideration
whereon an action of assumpsit may be founded.
Judgment for the defendant.'^

I

Thia rule does not find much support in the American cases, though Id
81.
view is taken,
a few states, notably Massachusetts, a very strict and technical
See
eontracts.
euing
from
upon
third
persons
almost entirely precluding
30 dye. 64, 65.
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CLAIR.

1899.

Maine, 35.
This was an action of assumpsit upon the following
guaranty executed by the defendants :
"Whereas Wilson & Berry, copartners of Camden, Knox
Co., Maine, have sold to us all their right, title and interest
in and to the machinery, pulleys, belts, couplings, hangings,
and 16 feet of shafting now in the miU in said Camden occupied by them and known as the 'Bakery Building,' said
machinery being mortgaged to Chase & Son & Co. of Port93

land, and sold to us subject to said mortgage.
"Now, therefore, in consideration thereof we hereby
guarantee to said Wilson & Berry that we will assume said
mortgage debt and pay the notes secured by said mortgage
and hold all parties to said notes harmlessi from all damage
on account of said notes.
M.
St. Claib & Co."
November 29, 1892.

K

J. H. and C. 0. Montgomery, for defendants.

While courts have held that actions may be maintained by
third parties for whose benefit a promise has been made,
when the agreement is made to parties directly liable to
them, they have disallowed such actions when not made to

,
parties directly liable to the plaintiff.
The earliest and most constant courts to maintain the
doctrine are the courts of New York. But that court says,
''
in every case in which an action has been sustained there
has been a debt or duty owing by the promisee to the party
claiming to sue upon the promise." Vrooman v. Turner,
69 N. Y. 280; Merrill v. Green, 55 N. Y. 270.
In Bohcman v. Pope, 24 Maine, 93, it was agreed that the
plaintiff was hired by Whitney and worked upon the logs
in hauling and cutting them. Before hiring the writing was
shown to him wherein defendant promised to pay.
In Lewis v. Sawyer, 44 Maine, 332, the money was put
into defendant'® hands for the use of the plaintiff.
In Maxwell v. Haynes, 41 Maine, 559, defendant received
funds for which he promised to pay a debt of A. to C.
In Dearborn v. Parks, 5 Maine, 81, money was left in the
hands of defendant to pay plaintiff a debt owed to him by

A.
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Meech v. Ensign, 49 Coim. 191, 44 Am. Reports, 225, is the
argument against the doctrine and reviews the cases with
great clearness,
Mellen v. Whipple, 1 Gray, 317, is also in line.
" It is not every contract for the benefit of a third
person
that is enforceable by the beneficiary. It must appear that
the contract was made and was intended for his benefit. The
fact that if the contract is carried out according to its terms
would inure to his benefit, is not sufficient for him to demand its fulfilment. It must appear to have been the intention of the parties to secure to him personally the benefit
of its provisions." Sayward v. Dexter, Horton & Co., 72
Fed. Eep. 765.
Haskell, J.: Assumpsit to recover from the purchaser
of mortgaged property, who assumed the mortgage debt and
agreed to pay the mortgage notes, the contents of a promissory note secured by the mortgage.
The promise to pay the note was made with two persons,
who with another were makers of it and personally liable
therefor. The promise was for the benefit of the holder as
well. Had the promise to pay been a covenant under seal
with the covenantee, to pay either to him or to the beneficiary, the covenantee alone could sue, for the covenant
would have been with him, and damages for the breach
thereof would arise to him only, although for the benefit of
another, who might bring the suit in the name of the covenantee, but for his own benefit. Brann v. Maine Benefit Life
Association, 92 Maine, 341, and cases cited. If the deed
contain no covenant to pay, but merely recitals from which
a promise to pay would arise, or be implied, then assumpsit
would lie in favor of either the grantee or beneficiary.
Baldwin v. Emery, 89 Maiae, 498. So where the promise is
by parol, as in the case at bar, to assume the debt and pay
with the debtor, and for his benefit, bethe promise
cause payment will relieve him from the debt. So, too,
for the benefit of the creditor, as an additional security.
No good reason can be given why the creditor may not reimpliedly to him.
cover his debt upon a promise to pay
due and ought to
The law implies assumpsit where money
be paid, if there be no express promise, but an express
promise excludes an implied one. Wirth v. Roche, 92 Maine,
383; Billings v. Mason, 80 Maine, 496; Wood v. Finson, 89
Maine, 459. In the case at bar there was an express promise
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with tiie debtor to pay the debt. The law implies a promise
to the creditor also. He therefore may sue. It is true, that
the beneficiary may not always sue where the fruits of a
promise with another inure to his benefit, but only where the
transaction fairly imports that right to have been within the
contemplation of the parties, for an implied promise resultsi
from equitable considerations, that many times gives a
remedy to prevent circuity of action, unnecessary delay, and
perhaps the failure of justice altogether. For illustration,
reverse the situation. A man without request of the debtor
voluntarily pays the debt. The law wUl not imply a promise
of the debtor to repay him. Ames v. Coffin, 89 Maine, 300;
Lafontain v. Hayhurst, 89 Maine, 388 ; Sanderson v. Broum,
57 Maine, 308; Hill v. Packard, 69 Maine, 158.
Exceptions overrvled.^^
82.
Such a pTomise is not within the statute of frauds because founded
Merrill v. Near (1830) 5 Wend.
upon a new and distinct consideration.
(N. T.) 235; Moore v. First National Bank (1903) 139 Ala. 595; Sweatman
V. Parker
(1873) 49 Miss. 19.
The distinction ietween this rule and that permitting the sole ieneficiary
to sue is clearly pointed out by Mr. Hepburn in 30 Cyc. 67, article "Parties,"
as

follows:

"When A

has agreed with B, on a consideration moving from B, to pay to
C a debt which B owes C, the prevailing American doctrine permits C, if
his debt is still unpaid, to bring an action in his own name against A, for the
breach of A's contract with B.
"Not a beneficiary. The current explanation of the rule is that the creditor
of the promisee, in such a case, is a third person beneficiary, and can sue
Manifestly, however, the creditor cannot claim as sole beneficiary;
as such.
in any normal case the promisee, whose debt will be discharged by the perIn strictness
formance of the contract, is at least the primary beneficiary.
indeed there is no legal ground on which the creditor of the promisee, as
such, can claim a standing before the courts as beneficiary under the promise
a debt already exists from one person to another, a promise
to his debtor.
by a third person to pay this debt is for the benefit of the original debtor
At the most the creditor of the promisee is but an
to whom it is made.
incidental beneficiary under the promise to pay his debt, and on principle
and weight of authority the incidental beneficiary canBOt claim as plaintiff.
"Basis of creditor's right as plaintiff. But although the creditor of the
promisee cannot appear as a beneficiary, he can proceed against his debtor's
the creditor can sue the promisee for his
promisor upon another ground.
debt, and the promisee can sue the promisor for breach of his promise to pay
this debt, it is evident that unless the procedure of the forum presents some
obstacle there is no good reason why the creditor should not proceed directly
The result is to accomplish through one action what
against the promisor.
But in this there is no need to assume
would otherwise require two actions.
a contractual interest in the creditor as against his debtor's promisor; the
creditor of the promisee is 'allowed, by a mere rule of procedure, to go
directly as a creditor against the person ultimately liable, in order to avoid

If

If

"
circuity of action.'
The rule allowing a beneficiary to sue is therefore a rule of substantive
law, creating a new right of action, while the rule permitting the creditor of
the promisee to sue merely simplifies the procedure in enforcing liabUitie*

already conceded to exist. 30 Cyc. 66.
It has been sought to justify the right of th«
Doctrine of novation.
creditor of the promisee to sue the promisor on the ground of a novation;

°^^-
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12 E. I. 169.
But one of the essential
^'^y*"".
(1878)
Biements of* a novation is lacking,
namely the discharge of the original
a«Dtop and the
substitution in his place of the

Siri'*'*

promisei.

MASTE-RSON

V.

PHINIZY.

Supreme Court of Alabama.
56

^

1876,

Alabama, 336.

This action was brought by John T. Phinizy, against
Thos. Masterson and J. T. Masterson; was commenced

on the 13th July, 1874, and was founded on an attachment
bond, igiven by the defendants, which was in the following words: "Know all men by these presents, that we,
Thomas Masterson and
, are held and firmly bound
unto John T. Phinizy, Eliza P. Phinizy, J. W. Falk, and
Thomas Lile, in the sum of four thousand dollars, to be paid
to the said John T. Phinizy, Eliza P. Phinizy, J. W. Falk,
and Thomas Lile, their heirs, administrators, and assigns ;
for the payment of which, well and truly to be made, we
bind ourselves, and each of us and our and each of our
heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, jointly and
severally, firmly by these presents. Sealed with our seals,
and dated this 2d day of February, 1872. The above obligation is conditioned as follows: that whereas the abovebound Thomas Masterson, as the administrator de bonis
nan of the estate of Paul J. Watkins, deceased has, on the
day of the date hereof, prayed an attachment, at the suit of
himself as said administrator, for rent, for the sum of two
thousand dollars, with interest from the 1st day of Jan-

uary, 1872, against said John T. Phinizy, Eliza P. Phinizy,
J. W. Falk, and Thomas Lile, and has obtained the same returnable to the next term of the circuit court of said county
of Lawrence : now, if the said plaintiff shall prosecute his
attachment to effect, and pay the defendants all such damages as they may sustain from the wrongful or vexatious
suing out of such attachment, then this obligation to be

void," etc.
The complaint, as amended, averred that said attachment
was wrongfully sued out; that no cause existed for suing
out; that he (plaintiff) was not about to remove his crop
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from the rented lands without paying the rent, and had
not removed any part of it without the consent of the
landlord; also, that the cotton levied on under the attachr
ment belonged to him alone, and the other defendants in
the attachment suit had no interest in it ; and that he was
the only person injured by the suing out and levy of the
attachment, and the only person interested in this suit.
Tlie_def endants demurred to the complaint as amended, on
the ^oundjhai it showed nO' right of action in the plaintiff
alone, and that the other obligees in the bond ought to have
been joined as plaintiffs j but the court overruled their de-

murrer.

•

•

•

•

•

it

a

a

it

;

a

a
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BBioKBLii, C. J.: The material ground of -demurrer to
the complaint, as amended,, is, that the suit is brought by
one only of the four obligees of the bond ; and it is insisted
that an action for a breach of the condiin support of
tion of the bond, though
averred the obligee suing alone
not maintainable without joiuing as
sustained damage,
plaintiffs all the obligees.
The bond
payable to the obligees jointly, and its condifor the payment to them of "all such damages as
tion
they may sustain from the wrongful or vexatious suing out
It contains no covenant to or with,
of the attachment."
in
nor any stipulation
favor of the obligees severally. The
unqualified rule of the common-law is, that an action on
bond or covenant must follow the nature of the interest disclosed on its face. If the interest sodisclofifijdas joint, the
action must be in the^nanre^trf "SlT'tEeliving obligees. If
several, the action must be several. Add.
the interest
Con. 946; Chit. Con. 1340. In Gai/le v. Martin,
Ala. 593,
bond was executed for the replevy of
steamboat, paywith
condition to pay several and
able to several libelants,
was held, that
distinct judgments in favor of each and
the legal interest was vested in all the obligees, and all
must join in an action for its breach. The precise question
raised by this demurrer was presented in Boyd v. Martin,
bond given to obtain the is10 Ala. 700, in an action on
which
attachment,
was
an
levied on the property
of
sue
of one only of the several defendants and obligees. An
breach of the condition,
was held, was propaction for
erly brought in the name of all the obligees.
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This covenant or oHigation is joint, or joint and several,*'
or several, according to the nature of the interest disclosed within its four corners. TIm_aetion mnst follow the
D atare_ ji£_ihat interest : there is no right of election in the
oblig ees, to sue upon it severally or jointly, because of the

damages resulting from its breach. 2 Chit. Con. 1351. The
obligation or covenant will be construed joint or several,
according to the interest of the parties, as that appears on
its face, if the words are capable of that construction.
To
authorize the construction, when the interest is prima
facie joint, that the obligees can take or sue severally, it
must be manifest that it was intended a separate and distinct duty should arise to each of them. Add. Con. 947.
As_we hg yp °'^^^i ^\[? T^ond in all its term s ia jmnt., nntse veral.
There is no ground for argument from these
terms, or the purposes for which the bond is required, that
will justify its interpretation as operating to create a several interest in the obligees. The indemnity of each and
all the obligees, who are defendants in the writ of attachment, against any and all damages resulting from the
wrongful or vexatious use of the process, is the purpose of
the bond. Each one and aU are entitled toits_secuxi
one could sue. and ]Tecovcr tho -damageslE^Sad sustaine_d,
the penalty of the 15o53~mi^rt"1be'"exhaust. edt_a nd the oth grs
!eff remediless. Ttrg^^nbTT gora woul d be vexed with several
^^k&-nnnH-g lef t in doubt~
g^^2tfo---ftjn^
for_jwh^~"jM^e5r
should bP! givan. The averment that the appellee alone has
"sustained damage, cannot change the character of the obli-j
gation, or the nature of the interest it creates. The char- ^
a r'ter and nature ari se out of its terms; and these cannot
be departedT f rom,T)<iC'austi flamages result to one only of
the obligees, or result to the obligees in different proportions. The demurrer to the complaint should have been
sustained.
83. It may be both joint and several as to the promisors, but not as to
"One and the same contract, whether it be a simple conthe promisees.
tract or a contract by deed, cannot be so framed as to give the promisees
and separately.^'
Dicey
or covenantees the right to sue upon it both jointly
110.
Eule
14,
p.
Parties,
,
on
,
. .
. ,
other words, a covenant 'may be either a ]omt or several covenant,
is to be taken as joint or
and it will depend upon the context whether it
•
•
•
that
is
established
fully
For
'it
several, but it cannot be both.'
and several aa regards
joint
made
both
be
cannot
covenant
same
the
and
one

"In

the covenantees.'

"

Id.

111.
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For

the error in overruling the demurrer to the complaint, the judgment must be reversed, and the cause remanded.**
rule is general and applies to all contracts.
"AH the persons
a contract is made must join in an action for the breach of it."
Dicey on Parties, Rule 13, p. 104.
'A contract by one person with two jointly does not comprehend or
involve a contract with either of them separately,' as 'is evident from the
well-known doctrine, that a covenant or promise to two, if proved in an
action brought by one of them, sustains a plea which denies the existence
of the contract.'
Id. p. 104.
is often hard to determine who are the persons with whom a given
The
simple contract is made and who, therefore, must sue for its breach.
i. e., of dedifficulty is often, though not invariably, one of interpretation,
termining from the words of a given contract whether it is to be interpreted
as a contract with A and B jointly, or a contract with A and B severally."

Tfte
IfVith84. whom

"

"

"It

Id.

p.

105.

it

i.

a

[i.

When one coplaintiff refuses to join.
This will not defeat the rights of
the rest.
"One of two coplaintiffs has a right to bring an action in the
name of both, nor has the court any power to interfere,
unless the coplaintiff's name be used, not only against his wUl, but fraudulently. Hence
'one of several partners has a right to use the name of the firm
e., the
names of all the partners — Ed.] in order to bring an action.
But
eoplaintifE whose name is used without permission is not without protection.
1st.
He may obtain an indemnity against costs from the party who makes
use of his name;
e., he may apply to the court to have such party's
2nd.
He may release
proceedings stayed till he gives security for costs.
or settle the action.
Any one of several coplaintiffs may give the defendant
a release from the action, which is good, and may be pleaded, unless
is fraudulent."
Dicey on Parties, 108

WEIGHT

3

Supreme Court

WILLIAMSON.

of

V.

New Jersey.

New Jersey Law,

^
1813.

978.

The action below was brought by Williamson as acting
partner of the late firm of Okee and Williamson, against
Wright.

"paT-tTipra|iip

was dissol v ed. the contrac

t_

c

J

By the Cotjbt.— [he plaintiff below _£ai6d-ia-~hia_ own
name, for a joint ontract; ttos cann ot be sustain ed. XT"
was.

Judgment reversed.^^
General Mules as to Partners and Unincorporated Companies, as given
on Parties, chap. VI.
"Rule 20. — ^A firm or an unincorporated company cannot sue in its name
as, a firm or as a company, but must sue in the names of the individiutl
membws of tJie firm or of the company."
85.

in Dicey

pABriEs to Actions.
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company.

'
'

is

a

2.

'^'^

"Exception 1. — ^Whero an unincorporated company is empowered by statute
to sue, etc., in the name of its public officer"
[or in its own name as a
firm or company. — Ed.]
— Where an unincorporated company is being wound up."
Exception
'Rule 21. — ^AU persons who are partners in
firm, or members of an unincorporated company, at the time when a contract
made with the firm
or the company, should join in an action for the breach of it."
Exception. One partner must or may sue alone on contracts made with
him on behalf of the firm in the same cases in which an agent must or may
sue on contracts made with him on behalf of his principal."
Eule 22. —One partner or member of an unincorporated company cannot
eue another upon any matter involving the accounts of the partnership
or

:

a

is

2.

"Exception 1. — ^Where there is an agreement which, through relating to
partnership business, can be treated as separate and distinct from other
matters in question between the partners."
"Exception — Where the matters in respect of which an action
brought
are connected with the partnership business only through the wrongful act
of the partner sued."
"Eule 23. — Actions for breaches of contracts made with
firm must be
brought
"1. On the bankruptcy of the firm, by the trustee or trustees of the
bankrupts.
"2. On the bankruptcy of one or more partners, by the solvent partners,
together with the trustee, or trustees of the bankrupt partner or partners."
"Eule 24. —On the death of a partner, the surviving partners and ultimately the last survivor, or his representative, must sue on contracts made
with the firm."
Incorporated companies, on the other hand, must sue in their corporate
Dicey on Parties, Eule 25.
names.
"In the absence of an enabling statute defining the rights and liabilities
of the members, societies, associations, partnerships, and other bodies, combined under their own rule, for their own private benefit, and without any
express sanction of law, are not, in the collective capacity and name, recognized
at common law as having any legal existence distinct from their members."
Karges Furniture Co. v. Amalgamated Woodworkers Union (1905) 165 Ind421.

is

At law, if the objection is properly taken, every member of an unincorIn equity, if the
porated association must be joined as a party defendant.
made parties
members
be
may
the
number
of
a
numerous,
members are
Pickett v. Walsh (1906) 192
of the class:
as representatives
defendant
Mass. 572.
Numbers immaterial. "The declaration shows that the obligee named m
an unincorporated society, composed of many persons, of whom
the bond
a few bring this action at law, on the bond, in their own names for the
By the rule at common law this is forbidden. It
use of all the members.
can be maintained only in the names of all, however numerous." O'Connell
V.

Lamb (1895)

63 111.

App.

652.

Appeals

V.

of

Court

of

MORRISON

Hardin,

WINN.

Kentucky.

1808.

480.

:

The Chief Justice delivered the following opinion of the
Lettice Winn, executrix of George Winn, deceased,
court
c. L. p.— 48
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and Adam Winn, brouglit an action of assumpsit against
Morrison, and declared therein, upon an assounpsit made hy
the said Morrison, to Adam WLnn, and George "Winn, in
his lifetime, jointly; and judgment, upon a writ of inquiry
was rendered against Morrison, in favor of Adam Winn,
and Lettice, the executrix of George Winn, deceased.
The question made by the first assignment of error
can the action be maintained jointly by the surviving promisee, and the executrix of the deceased promisee?
This 4nesition, considered independently of the Act of
Assembly "concerning partitions, joint rights, and obligations,"
free from difficulty. By the common law, joint
rights survive to, and become vested in the surviving joint
tenant. But for the encouragement of trade and husbandry,
stock on a farm, though occupied jointly,
held that
and also stock used in a joint imdertaJdng, by way of partnership in trade, shall always be considered as common,
and not as joint property; and there shall be no survivorBlack. Com. 399; Bac. Ab. 589.
ship therein.
This, however, must be imderstood of the right of property only; for although the duty does not survive, the remedy does, and therefore the survivor must sue alone; and
when he recovers, he shall account with the executor of the
deceased partner, for his share. The executor and survivor
cannot join in an action against the debtor.
Bac. Ab. 589
Ld. Raym. 340.
The assumpsit here, having been made to Adam Winn and
George Winn, jointly, must be considered as a partnership
transaction; so that, although the right of property did not,on the death of George, whoUy survive to Adam, yet the
right of action did; and the suit was maintainable by him
alone, and not by him and the executrix of George, jointly.
The Act of Assembly before recited, at first produced
some difficulty but upon full consideration, we think
does
not alter the case. It provides, in substance, that after the
death of one joint tenant, his rights shall be preserved, and
go to his representatives, in the same manner as
he and
the survivor had been tenants in common. This act was
made to preserve the right of property, which, in many
cases, would have been lost to the representatives
of
the decedent, by the jiis accuscendi; and not to change the
remedy or action for the recovery of a chose in action, belonging to the joint tenants. It places the survivor and the

^^^-
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representatives of the deceased joint tenants, in all cases,
upon the same footing, as in the case of joint traders, or
fanners, before mentioned. Where the right of property
is considered as a right in common, and therefore not subject to survivorship, but the right of action strictly joint,
and therefore in all cases vesting solely ia the surviving
party.
We are more strongly inclined to this interpretation of
the act, because, in the language of Lord Holt, in the case
cited from Raymond, "It would make sitrange confusion
that one plaintiff should sue in his own right, and the other

in another's."
It is not intended to be laid down as a principle, that
tenants in common, must, in all cases, sue jointly. The gen-

it,

eral rule is otherwise ; but the case before the court is not

within the general rule, but within the exceptions to

is

it

if,

is

which declare, that whenever the thing or demand
disseverable in its nature, the action must be brought by the
tenants in common, jointly.
And
however, this case
were considered in every respect, a proper tenancy in common, and that the partners might, and ought to have
brought their actionsi for a moiety of the debt, severally,
then
would follow that Adam Winn, and the executrix
of George Winn, ought to have brought their actions severally, for one moiety each, and must be equally fatal to
the present suit.
In every way of viewing the subject, we are of opinion,
the suit is not maintainable by the plaintiffs in the court below, jointly; and consequently, that the whole of the proIt
unceedings are erroneous, and must be reversed.
necessary to consider the other errors assigned,*"
a

contract made with several persons jointly
86.
"The right of action on
each to the survivors, and on the death of the last
passes on the death of
Dicey on Parties, Eule 16, p. 128.
to his representatives."
The same rule applies in cases of partners and members of unincorporated
See Dicey on Parties, Eule 24, p. 162.' "The same rule appears
societies.
companies, supposing of course
to hold good with regard to unincorporated
Id.,
that these companies are not empowered to Bue by a publiis officer."
162.
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V.

11

WILLIAMS.

Supreme Court of the United States.
21

[Chap.

1858.

Howard, 280.

Ford lived in New York, and brought an action against
John S. Williams & Brother upon the following contract:

Baltimore, October 31, 1856.
For and in consideration of the sum of one dollar, the
receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, we have this day
purchased from John W. Bell, and agree to receive from
him in all the month of February next, at his option, two
thousand barrels Howard street super flour, we paying for
the same at the rate of nine dollars per barrel, on the day
the said flour is ready for delivery.

JoHK S. Williams & Bko.
below, much evidence was
in
court
the
trial
the
Upon
given which it is not necessary to recite in the present
aspect of the case. The court, on the application of the defendants ' counsel, instructed the jury that, upon the above
contract. Ford could not recover. The only question in the
case was whether, assuming the contract to have been made
for the benefit of the plaintiff, without any disclosure to
the defendants of his interest, he was competent to maiatain a suit in his own name.
Geiee, J., delivered the opinion of the court.
The single question presented for our decision in this
case is, whether the principal can maintain an action on a
written contract made by his agent in his own name, without disclosing the name of the principal.
The contract of the agent is the contract of the principal,
and he may sue or be sued thereon, though not named there-

in ; and notwithstanding the rule of law that an agreement
reduced to writing may not be contradicted or varied by
parol, it is well settled that the principal may show that
the agent who made the contract in his own name was acting for him. This proof does not contradict the writing;
it only explains the transaction. But the agent, who binds
himself, will not be allowed to contradict the writing by
proving that he was contracting only as agent, while the

^®°-
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SMue evidence will be admitted to charge the principal.
"Such evidence (says Baron
Pakke) does not deny that
contract binds those whom on its face it purports to
^e
bind; but shows that it also binds another, by reason that
the act of the agent is the act of principal."
(See Higgins
V. Senior, 9 Meeson and Welsby,
843.)
The array of cases and treatises cited by the plaintiff's
counsel shows conclusively that this question is settled, not
only by the courts of England and many of the States, but
by this court. (See New Jersey Steam Navigation Co. v.
Merchants Bank, 6 How. 381 et cas. ib. cit.)
The judgment of the court below is therefore reversed,
and a venire de novo awarded.*''
87.

"A

person can sue on any contract

made on his behalf,

whether made

by an agent authorized to act for him at the time, or made without his
authority, or even without his knowledge, but subsequently ratified by himself." Dicey on Parties, 130.

NABOBS

V.

SHIPPET.

Supreme Court of Alabama.
15

1849.

Alabama, 293.

This was an action of assumpsit, instituted by defendant
in error, as the agent of one John Kirby, against the plaintiff in error, in a justice 'a court, and taken by appeal to the
circuit court. The statement, or declaration, was on the
common counts. Plea, non assumpsit. By the bill of exceptions it appears, that defendant in error was the known
agent of Kirby, and had been such for some time ; that an
execution in favor of Kirby had been levied on the property
of one G-eorge Branch, the defendant therein, and that defendant in error, as the agent of said Kirby, on the undertaking of plaintiff, verbally, to pay the debt, released the

levy. The debt not having been paid, the defendant, in his
own name, as the agent of Kirby, sued the plaintiff, to recover the amount thereof.
The court was requested by plaintiff in error, to charge
the jury, that the action could not be maintained, on this
state of facts, in the name of defendant in error although
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in the pleadings as the agent of Kirby,
but that it should have been brought in the name of Kirby,
the priucipal. This charge the court refused to give, but
charged the jury, that if there was any force in the objection, it came too late, the plaintiff in error having gone to
trial on the general issue. To the refusal to charge as requested, and to the charge given, the plaintiff in error exhe was described

cepted, and now assigns them as error.
CoLLiEE, C. J.: Ordinarily, an agent contracting iu the
name of his principal, is not entitled to sue, nor can he be
Thus an agent selling goods for
sued on such contracts.
his principal, and in the name of the latter, cannot maintain'
an action for the purchase money. * * *
The cases in which the agent has personal rights, and
may maintain an action on a contract, in which his principal
is interested, are thus stated. "First, where the contract is
made in writing, expressly with the agent, and imports to
be a contract personally with him, although he may be
known to act as an agent. Secondly, where he is the only
known or ostensible principal, and therefore is, in contemplation of law, the real contracting party. Thirdly, where
by the usage of trade, or the general course of business,
he is authorized to act as the owner, or as principal contracting party, although his character as agent is known.
Story on Ag. Par., 393. The facts recited in the record,
do not bring this case within an exception to the general
rule, which declares, that an agent shall not sue on contracts made by him in the name, and on the behalf of the
principal. The contract was verbal, the consideration for
the defendant's promise was the release of property which
had been levied on to satisfy a judgment in favor of the
principal, as the defendant very well knew. Upon principle, as well as authority, this promise inured to the principal, and he alone could sue for its breach.^^
88.

Where a party only pretends to act as agent, there are two rules, given

in Dicey

on Parties as follows:
18. — A person who enters into a contract in reality for himself, but
apparently as agent for another person, whom he does not name, can sue on.
the contract as principal, • • • the reason for this being, that the defendant cannot be supposed to have entered into the contract in reliance on

"Rule

principal whose name was not known to him." Pp. 143, 144.
*'Eule 19. — ^A person who contracts, in reality for himself, but apparently
as agent for another person, whose name he gives, cannot sue on the contract
•
•
•
as principal.
To allow him to sue would be to violate the 'rule of
if
a person intends to contract with A, B cannot give himself any
law, that
right under [the contract].' " Pp. 144, 147.
a,

Parties to Actions.
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In some cases the agent is the only person
competent to sue.
These are
{1) where an agent is contracted with by deed in his own name:
where
(2)
the agent is named as a party to a biU of
exchange, etc.; (3) where the right
to sue on a contract is by the terms or circumstances of
expressly restricted
to the agent. Dicey on Parties, 134, 135. In other cases
where the agent
may sue, the principal also has the right, so that the
suit may be brought
by either one. Dicey on Parties, 136, 140.

law

1

Supreme Court

of

WILLIAMS

V.

COWAED.

Pennsylvania.

1852,

Grant's Cases, 21.
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Woodward, J.: A married womaii can neither sue nor
be sued on her contract made during coverture.
If she
contract for necessaries or for goods that go to the use of
her husband, the law presumes her to be his agent, and
treats the contract as his, and the suit must be against him
aJone. It
only when an action
brought on her antenuptial contract that she
to be joined as
coplaintiff or
defendant with her husband. Nutz v. Rentier,
W. 229.
And this because in case of the husband's death, the action
contract between two
must survive. But in an action on
married women, made after coverture, neither wife should
If any right of action accrued, belongs to
be joined.
the husband of the one wife, and whatever liability
created, attached to the husband of the other. Though the
wives may have created the cause of war, they are to be
to
regarded as the ministers of their lords, and the battle
be fought by them single handed.,
These rules and prijiciples were all violated in the case
before us. Mrs. Coward deposited moneys with Mrs. Williams to the amount of $600, and drew upon her for various
sums, until the balance was reduced to $143.50, which, with
$22 interest claimed, amounting to $165.50, are the moneys
brought, which were her earnings
for which this suit
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during coverture, and not property of her separate estate.
Neither wife was a feme sole trader.
The plaintiff's counts all charge an assumpsit, by Moses
'
Williams and Elizabeth, Ms imfe, v. Peter Coward and'
Ann, his wife, and the plaintiffs have a verdict and judgment. Tjhere is nothing in the common law of the marriage
relations, and nothing in the statutory modifications of it to
justify such misjoinders, and the judgment is accordingly
reversed, and restitution awarded of the moneys collected on
the execution.**
89.
ehap.

General Sules as to Eushand and Wife, as given in Dicey on Parties,

VIII.

29. — A wife cannot during coverture, sue without her husband."
"Subordinate Eule. — A husband cannot bring an action against his wife,
or a wife against her husband."
"Eule 30. — A husband and wife must sue jointly in two cases, sc. : 1. On
contracts made by the wife before marriage.
2.
On contracts in which the
wife claims as executrix or administratrix."
"Eule 31. — A husband may sue either alone or jointly with his wife in
three cases, sc. : 1. On negotiable instruments
(e. g., bills of exchange)
2.
On contracts made after marriage
given to his wife before marriage.
with his wife alone. 3. On contracts made after marriage with himself and

"Rule

his wife. ' '
These rules are largely the result of the common law conception of the
unity of husband and wife and of the characteristic incidents of the marriage
relation.
The reasons upon which they rest belong primarily to the subject
of domestic relations, and will not, therefore, be discussed here.
Statutes have in all States materially changed the common law doctrines
regarding husband and wife and the rules relative to proper parties in actions
by and against married persons.

RAYMOND

V.

FITCH.

Court of Exchequer.

Meeson and Roscoe, 588.

2 Crompton,
LoET>

Abingee.,

C. B.

1835.

:

The demurrer to the first breach

gives rise to this question, whether an executor can sue
for the breach of this covenant, not to fell, stub up, head,
lop, or top timber trees excepted out of the demise, such
breach having been committed in the lifetime of the testator and no part of the timber, loppings, or toppings, appearing to have been removed by the defendant.
This
question was argued in the latter part of the last term,
before my Brothers Pabke, Bolland, Gubney, and myself,
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and stood over, that we might more attentively consider
how far the modem decisions, referred to on the argument,
had overruled or qualified the old authorities. Those authorities are uniform, that the present representative maysue, not only for all debts due to the deceased, by specialty
or otherwise, but for all covenants, and indeed all contracts with the testator, broken in his lifetime; and the
reason appears to be that these are choses in action, and
are parcel of the personal estate, in respect of which the
executor or administrator represents the person of the
testator, and is in law the testator's assignee. And this
right does not depend on the equity of the statute, 4 Ed.
3 c, 7, but is a common law right, as much as the right to
sue on a bond or specialty for a sum certain due in the
testator's lifetime. The maxim that "actio personalis
moritur cum persona," is not applied in the old authorities to causes of actions on contracts, but to those in tort,
which are founded on malfeasance or misfeasance to the
person or property of another, which latter are annexed
to the person, and die with the person, except where the
remedy is given to the personal representative by the statute law. The authorities as to actions of covenant will be
found in Com. Dig. "Administrator," B 13, "Covenant,"
B 1: Bacon's Abridgment, "Executors and Administrators" N; and in the cases of Mason v. Dixon, Sir "William
Jones, 173; Morley v. PolUll, 2 Ventr. 56, 3 Salk. 109, pi.
10, wliich was the case of an action by the executor of a
deceased bishop for 'a breach in his lifetime of a covenant
to repair in a former bishop's lease; Smith v. Simonds,
Comberbach, 64, in which an administrator de bonis non
recovered on a breach in the time of the testator for not
discharging the land from encumbrance; and lastly, Lucy
V. Levington, 2 Lev. 26, 1 Ventr. 176, where the executor
recovered for a breach in his testator's life of a covenant
The old authorities are also many,
for quiet enjoyment.
that an action will lie upon every breach of contract, though
not under seal. In March, p. 9, pi. 23, Justice Jones said,
"that it was agreed by the court, in what case soever there
is a contract made to the testator or intestate, or anything
which ariseth by contract, there an action will lie for the
executor or administrator; but personal actions die with
And in 9th Eeports, 89 a,
the testator or intestate."
Pinchon's case, in which the question was, whether an axj-
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tion of assumpsit for payment 'of a debt lay against an
executor, it is laid down as follows: "As to the other objection, that this personal action of trespass on the case
moritur cum, persona, although it is termed trespass, in respect that the breach of promise is alleged to be mixed with
fraud and deceit, to the special prejudice of the plaintiff,
and for that reason it is called trespass on the case; yet
that doth not make the action so annexed to the persons of
the parties, that it shall die with the persons ; for then, if
he to whom the promise is made diesy his executors should
not have any action, which no man will affirm ; and an action sur assumpsit, upon good consideration, without specialty, to do a thing, is no more personal, i. e., annexed to
the person, than a covenant by specialty to do the same
thing;" and in Bacon's Abr. "Executors" (N), "An executor stands in the place of his testator, and represents him
as to all his personal contracts, and therefore may regularly maintain any action in his right, which he himself
might." These authorities have certainly been limited by
the modem decisions, quoted on argument, and are to be
understood with some qualification; but it will be found
that none of those qualifications affect the present case.
The rule that the executor may sue upon every covenant
with his testator broken ia his lifetime, has been directly
qualified by the decisions in the two cases of Kingdon v.
Nottle, 1 M. & Selw. 355, and 4 M. & Selw. 53, followed by

that of King v. Jones,

5

Taunt. 518,

1

Marshall, 107, in

which cases it was held, that, where there are covenants
real, that is, which run with the land and descend to the
heir, though there may have been a formal breach in the
ancestor's lifetime, yet if the substantial damage has taken
place since his death, the real representative, and not the
personal, is the proper plaintiff. These cases go further,
and they do not apply to the present ; for there is no doubt
but that the covenant in question is purely collateral, and
does not run with the land; for the trees being excepted
from the demise, the covenant not to fell them is the same
as if there had been a covenant not to cut down trees growing upon an adjoining estate of the lessor. It is a security
by specialty given by the lessee to the lessor, not to commit
,such a trespass during the lease,, which may continue beyond the lessor's life. For the breach of such a covenant
after the death of the covenantee, the heir or devisee of the
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land on which the trees grow could not sue the executor
;
would be the proper party, as the covenant is collateral,
and IS intended not to be limited by the life of the covenantee; and if he could not sue, no one could. It is equally
clear that the heir or devisee could not sue for a breach of
the covenant in the time of the ancestor or devisor, and the
executor, therefore, must sue, or all remedy is lost. These
decisions, therefore, do not affect the present case. The
old authorities, with respect to the right of the personal
representative to sue on all contracts made with the deceased, have also been qualified by the modern decision of
Chamberlcdn v. Williamson, 2 M. & Selw. 408, in which it
was held, that the administrator of a woman could not sue
for a breach of contract to marry the intestate, the declaration not stating any ground of injury to the personal
estate; and in giving judgment Lord EijuEistboeough
enumerates other instances of contracts, the breach of
which imports a damage only to the person of the deceased, such as implied contracts by medical practitioners
to use a proper portion of skill and attention, and for which
the personal representative could not sue; and the argument on the part of the defendant in this case was, that
the same limitation of the old authorities must be applied
to all contracts except such as directly relate to the personal estate, and the performance of which would necessarily be a benefit, and the breach a damage, to the personal estate of the testator, whether such contracts are
under seal or not ; and that upon such contracts the executor
could not sue without alleging a special damage to the
personal estate. The case certainly does not go that length ;
and we thinTr that such an extension of the doctrine laid
down in it is not warranted by law, and that it cannot be
extended to a contract broken in the lifetime of the deceased, the benefit of which, if it were yet unbroken, would
pass to the executor as part of the personal estate ; at all
eventsi, not to such a contract under seal. The present case
is one of that description — it is a case more favourable to
the executors than those of Morly v. Folhill, Smith v. 8imonds, and Lucy v. Levington, in which the covenant did
run with the land ; and if the last case is to be considered
as having been decided, as was suggested in the argument
before us, on the ground that the loss of rents ana profits by
an eviction of the testator was an injury to the personal
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estate (though such a ground is not intimated in either report), it is difficult to say that the loss of the shade and
casual profits of trees is not equally so. We, therefore,
think that our judgment must be for the plaintiffs.
Judgment for the plaintiffs?'^
9O.

on

General Mules as to Executors

Parties, chap. X.

and Administrators, as given in Dicey

"Eule 41. — The personal representatives of a deceased person (L e., his
executors and administrators)
can sue on all contracts of whatever description
made with him, whether broken before or after his death."
"Exception 1.— Contracts, the breach of which occasioned merely personal
suffering to the deceased."
"Exception 2. — Contracts limited to the lifetime of the deceased."
"Exception 3. — Covenants real broken during the lifetime of the deceased."
"Exception 4. — Contracts on which the deceased must have sued jointly
with other persons."
' '
Subordinate Eule I. — An executor can commence an potion before probate,
but an administrator cannot commence an action before letters of administration granted to him."
"Subordinate Eule II. — On the death of a plaintiff the action can be
carried on by his executor or administrator."
At
[This rule is statutory.
common law the death of a plaintiff caused the action to abate, and it was
necessary for a new action to be brought by the personal representative.
3 BL Com. 302;
Tidd's Prac. 846 and 1024.— Ed.]
"Eule 42. — ^An executor or administrator:
"1. Must sue in Ms representative character on all contracts made with
the deceased.
"2. May sue either in his representative or in his personal character
on contracts made with him as executor after the death of the deceased."
"When A contract is made with an executor, he may sue either in his own
name personally (as being the party contracted with), or in his representative
character, if the money to be recovered would be assets of the estate."
"Subordinate Eule. — ^An executor or administrator cannot join claims
made in his representative with claims made in his personal character. ' '
"Eule 43. — Coexecutors or coadministrators must all ji^in as plaintiffs in
an action."
"Exception 1. —^Where a contract is made with some of several coexecutors
jointly."

"Exception 2. —^Where an executor renounces the executorship."
"Subordinate Eule. — One coexeeutor or coadministrator
cannot bring an
action against another concerning matters connected with the executorship."
"Eule 44. — On the death of a coexeeutor or coadministrator, his rights of
action pass to the survivors, and ultimately to the last survivor."
"Eule 45. — ■'The executor of a sole or of a sole surviving executor represents
the original testator, but the administrator of an executor does not represent
of an administrator or the executor
the testator nor does the administrator
of an administrator represent the original intestate."
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BALTIMOEE AND POTOMAC RAILEOAIDi COMPANY
V.

TAYLOR.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.
6

1895.

Appeal Cases, 259.

This is a suit to recover damages for injury to the rental
value of certain real estate in square 268, in the city of

Washington, alleged to have resulted from the unlawful occupation of the adjacent streets by the appellant.

Morris, J., delivered the opinion of the court.

it

is

is

it,

There seem to be five questions raised by the appellant :
1st. That the suit should have been instituted by and in the
name of the guardian, and not in the name of the children
themselves, by their next friend ; * * •
1.
At first sight, at least, it seems to be a rather novel
and startling proposition of law that any person, who has
both the legal title to property and its beneficial ownership, should not be entitled to bring suit for injury to the
usufruct of it. It is not contended that minors may not,
by next friend, institute suit in ejectment for the recovery
of real estate, or any other suit proper or necessary to preThe claim
serve the property or to insure its usefulness.
is, that as a guardian is entitled to take possession of real
estate and collect the rents and profits for the benefit of his
ward, and is given by law the right of control and manageas well as the right to execute leases, releases,
ment of
receipts and acquittances, therefore he, and not the ward,
the proper person to bring suit for the recovery of rent,
and for injury to the rent value. The motive for this contention, the appellant does not hesitate to avow, consists
in the fact that the statute of limitations may be available
imaagainst a guardian, as claimed by counsel, while

vailable against minors.

it

;

Originally at the common law a minor could not maintain
any suit for he was disqualified by his minority from bindwas very early settled
ing himself by any legal act. But
that he could sue by guardian; and the statute of 13 Ed1

made him competent to sue by next friend. Since
ward
that statute there never has been any question as to the
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right of a minor to sue, either by guardian or by next
friend, as the case may be, La any matter whatever in
which suit might be maintained by an adult. And it is quite
clear that in tliis is included the right to sue for diminution
of the rental value of his own property, unless there has
been some statute by which that right has been denied to
him and his- guardian has been substituted in his place. We

fail to find any such statute.

The rights of guardians in this regard should not be
confounded with those of executors or administrators, or, in
some cases, trustees and receivers. These have a legal title
in them, and as to all the world except their beneficiaries,
the right of absolute ownership. There is neither legal title
What they do,
nor ownership of any kind in guardians.
they do in the name of their words, on their behalf, and
for their sole and exclusive benefit. A case has been cited.
Smith V. Williamson, 1 H. & J. 147, in which a father, as
the natural guardian of his minor child, was held entitled to
But any person may maintain reto maintain replevin.
plevLu and trover who has a present right of possession;
and undoubtedly a guardian has the right of possession of
the personal property of his ward, A guardian is no more
than a custodian. He is a custodian both of real and of
personal property, as well as of the person of the minor.
As the custodian of personal proper<fcy, he may, in his own
name, briug any suit that has reference merely to the question of custody or possession. But neither in reference to
personal property nor in reference to real estate should he
bring suit in his own name, where the question of right
or title is involved ; for he has neither right nor title in the
premises. The right and title are in the ward; and it is
proper always and in all cases to bring suit in the name of
the ward. Guardianship in socage has never existed in the
District of Columbia, and cannot exist under our law to direct descents ; and whatever may have been the rights of a
guardian in socage, a general guardian appointed under
statute cannot possess them, unless' they are given by the
statue. As we have said, we find no provision in any statute law in existence in the District of Columbia that either
expressly or by necessary inference gives a guardian the
authority to sue in his own name for injuries to the rights
of his ward. A certain specific power to sue in a certain
case (Act of Maryland of 1729, chap. 24, sec. 7), or the
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power to execute conveyances of the ward's estate in certain specified cases (Eev. Stat, for D. C, sec. 651), cannot
be construed to give general and
unlimited authority to
bring suit. The inference would rather be to the contrary.
We have no doubt that, except in some particular cases,
such as those to which we have just referred, the rule is
universal in the United States, that suits with respect to the
property of a ward, where recovery is sought for his benefit,
naust be in the name of the ward, and not in the name of
his guardian, unless statutory authority is given to the latter to so institute the suit, and the only point as to which
there may be doubt or controversy is whether the suit
should purport to be by a guardian or by next friend. It
does not seem to us that it is of much consequence which
way it is brought, as the court will have power to direct a

it

it,

change from the one to the other, as occasion may require,
both being officers of court for the purpose of such suits.
French v. Marshall, 136 Mass. 556; Biggs v. ZalesU, 44
Conn. 121 ; Thomas v. Dike, 11 Vt. 273 ; Bradley v. Amidon,
10 Paige, 239; Stafford v. Boof, 9 Cowen, 626; Eoare v.
Harris, 11 111. 24; Fox v. Minor, 32 Cal. 112; Beford v.
Keyser, 30 Md. 179; Mayer v. Norman, 4 Md. 352. Three
cases are cited to the contrary, two of which have apparently been overruled; and the other is based on a special
statute.
There is no danger, it. seems to us, that the difficulty will
arise, which is apprehended by counsel for the appellant,
that, for the same cause of action, a defendant might have
to respond to two suits, one by the guardian and the other
by the ward. When there is a recovery in a suit instituted
by or in the name of the true beneficiary, there is no danger that any court will permit another recovery in the name
of a merely formal party, who has no real interest in himself. Nor is there any danger that the act of a guardian,
performed within the sphere of his duties, will not be given
its full and proper effect in any proceeding instituted by
or in the name of the ward. The act of the guardian so
performed is the act of the ward, and can be shown against
the ward in any proper proceeding.
We are of opinion, therefore, that this suit was properly
instituted in the name of the minor children who have been
is. not objectionable beand that
made the plaintiff in
cause instituted by next friend, instead of by guardian.
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Defendants in Actions on Contbact.

ANNETT

V.

CARSTAIES.

Court of King' Bench.
3 Camph

1813.

ell's Nisi Prius, 354.

This was an action for the plaintiff's wages and disburse-

ments as master of the ship Airly Castle, of which the defendants were alleged to be the owners.

**********

'
Lord Ellenboeotjgh :
We are here to consider, with
whom has the plaintiff contracted? There is express privity oi contract between him and Masson. The legal owner-

ship of the ship thus becomes immaterial. The transfer of
the title to the defendants did not at all affect the relation
subsisting between Masson and the plaintiff. The plaintiff
was employed by Masson originally, and continued to treat
him as his employer throughout.
What right then can he
have to resort to the defendants 1 It might as well be said,

I

that if
mortgage my estate, my steward, who continues
to manage it for my benefit, may maintain an action for
work and labour against the mortgagee. Title has nothing
to do with these cases. We must look to the contract between the parties.
Plaintiff nonsuited.

STEAENS

V.

FOOTB.

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.
20

1833.

Pickering, 482.

Wilde, J., delivered the opinion of the court.

The defendant is charged with the breach of a contract in writing,
whereby he undertook and promised the plaintiffs, among
other things, to sell and deliver to them all the wool he
should cut annually for five years from and after the first
day of June, 1833; also all the wool which should be cut
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annually from the flocks of Ms two sons, Daniel Foote and
Asaph. D. Foote, for the same time. By the contract offered in evidence on the trial, it appears that it was signed
not only by the plaintiffs and defendant, but also by the
defendant's two sons above named. The defendant objected to the introduction of this contract, as being variant
from that set out in the declaration; but the objection was
overruled, and we think the ruling was clearly right.
On the face of the contract it is declared to have been
made by the defendant of the one part, and the plaintiffs of
the other part. This clause conclusively shows that they
alone were the contracting parties, and controls the subsequent language of some parts of the contract, by which it
might otherwise be inferred, perhaps, that the defendant
and his two sons were joint contractorsi. But if that were
the case as to some parts of the contract, still this action
might be maintained, for the promise set out in the declaration is expressly made by the defendant alone. If the signing of the contract by the defendant's two sons has any
legal effect, it would only be evidence of a parol promise of
the sons to their father to co-operate with him for the purpose of enabling him to fulfill his contract with the plaintiffs.
But however this may be, it is very clear that the promise
in express terms, the
on which this action is founded,
sole promise of the defendant.
The other exceptions to the decisions of the presiding
judge at the trial, appear to us to be equally unfounded.
It has been argued that as the defendant could not make
valid sale of property belonging to his sons, his agreement or promise to make such a sale at a future time must
void promise. But this consequence does
consequently be
he
not follow, for he might have procured a title, and
responsible in damages. An agreehas failed so to do, he
convey property or perform
shall
ment that a stranger
a valid contract, although the promservices for another,
isor may perhaps be unable to fulfill it. {Vide Ante, 105.)
Judgment on the verdict.^^

General Bules as to Defendants, as given in Dicey on Parties, chap. XI.
contract who is not
No person can be sued for the breach of
46.
contract.
the
to
a party
liable in an action on contract at the
The ground on which one person
the latter person, either directly oi
to
made
has
he
that
is,
another
of
suit
indirectly, either expressly or as the result of his acts, such a promise as the
No one, therefore, who
law considers binding, and has broken this promise.
C. L. P.— 49
91.

a

is

'
'

"Rule
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is a. stranger to a contract can bo sued upon it ; or, in other words, no one
can be sued for the breach of a promise except the person who has made
•
•
•
the promise.
"Eule 47. — The person to be sued for the breach of a simple_ contract is
the person who promises or who allows credit to be given to him.
•

»

•

•

1.— Actions

against a person appointed by statute to be sued
Exception
of others.
2. — ^Actions on some contracts implied by law or actions
Exception
quasi ex contractu.
' '

on behalf
''

•

•

•

"Eule 48. — The

person to be sued for the breach of a contract by deed
is the person by whom the contract is expressed by the deed to be made, i. e.,
the

covenantor."

NATHANSON

v.

SPITZ.

Supreme Court of Rhode Island.
19 Rhode

Island,

1895,

70.

Assumpsit on certain checks signed by defendants Adams
& Spitz. Certified from the common pleas division on demurrer to a plea in abatement.

Tilmnghast, J.: At the time of the
suing out of the plaintiff's writ in this case, the defendants,

April

17, 1895.

Samuel Adams and Jacob Spitz, were copartners in business under the firm name of "Adams & Spitz," at Boston
in the State of Massachusetts, where they both resided.
The writ was served by arresting the defendant Spitz while
temporarily in this State, aiid.by-se ndin g an attested copy
of said writ by mail jtoj;he_ defendant Adams, at Boston,
The defendant Spitz entered a special appearance for himself and filed a plea in abatement on the ground that there
\
had
been no legal service upon the defendant Adams, the
I
other joint obligor in the contract sued on; to which plea
I
The^only. qu^stitrmraisedTiirere[the plaintiff demurred.
is
as
to the sufficiency-of-^sgid service.
the
by
pleadings
7or&,
The substance of the contention of counsel who appears for
said Spitz in support of his plea in abatement is, first, that
the liability of partners on a firm obligation is, during the
lives of the partners, joint and not joint and several; and
hence that the partners must sue and be sued jointly; and
second, that in regard to service of process, the common
law makes no distinction between partners and other joint
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obligors, and hence that they all must be served with
process before judgment can be obtained against any of
them, even though some are nonresidents.
As to the first point.
It is doubtless true that independently of any statute the liability of a partnership for
the debts thereof is a joint and indivisible liability; and
hence that all of the partners must be joined in a suit for
recovery of such debts. Dicey on Parties, Truman's Ed.
p. 285, Rule 56; Bates on Partnership, sec. 1049 and cases
cited; Pearce v. Cooke, 13 R. I. 184; Page v. Brant, 18 111.
37; Kent v. EoUiday, 17 Md. 387.
As to the second point. At common law, when one of
several joint defendants was o>it of the jurisdiction of the
court, so that it was impossible to obtain service upon him,
the plaintiff might institute proceedings
of outlawry
against such nonresident defendant, and after judgment of
outlawry had been obtained against him the plaintiff could
proceed to recover a separate judgment against the defendants served with process. 3 Cooley's Blackstone Comment. 281-283; Edwards v. Carter, 1 Strange, 473; Tidd's
Practice, 130; 1 Chitty on Pleadiag, 42. The proceeding of
outlawry in civil cases, however, is unknown in the United
States ; and if there are any cases of outlawry in criminal
cases even, they are very rare. In England, also, it has
long been obsolete in civil proceedings, and was formally
abolished by the Civil Procedure Acts, Repeal Act, 1879,
In criminal proceedings even, it is but
42-3 Vict. c. 59.
little used, but is formally kept alive by 33-4 Vict. c. 23.
In Eall V. Lanning, 91 U. S. 160, Mr. Justice Bradley in delivering the opinion of the court said: "In most of the
States legislative acts have been passed, called joint debtor
acts, which, as a substitute for outlawry, provide that if
process be issued against several joint debtors or partners,
and served on one or more of them, and the others cannot
be found, the plaintiff may proceed against those served,
Various
and, if successful, have judgment against all.
effects and consequences are attributed to such judgments
in the States in which they are rendered. They are generaily-lield to bind the common property of the joint
debtors, as well as the separate property of those served
with^rocess, when such property is situated in the State,
but not the separate property of those not served; and,
whilst they are binding personally on the former, they are
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regarded as either not personally binding at all, or only
prima facie binding on the latter."
In this State, while there is no statute which in express
terms goes to this extent, although by the Judiciary Act,
cap. 13, sec. 17, partnership debts become joint and several
on the decease of One of the partners ; Pearce v. Cooke, 13
R. L 184; yet, there is a statute which practically accomplishes the same result.
We refer to the Judiciary Act,
cap. 13; sec. 18, which provides as follows : "No judgment,
without complete satisfaction, rendered against a part only
of the defendants in any action upon a joint contract shaU
be a bar to any future action on said contract, for any unsatisfied balance due, against such of the defendants upon
whom or whose estate the writ in the original action shall
not have been served."? It is clearly to be implied from this
statute that service on a part only of the defendants in an
action upon a joint contract is sufficient to give the court
ju:^sdiction. And it is doubtless by reason of the existence
of said statute, which appears in substantially the same
form as early as the revision of 1844, that the settled practice in this State, in eases like the one now before us, has
been to serve the writ upon such of the defendants as are
within the jurisdiction thereof, and to proceed only against
them for the breach of such contract.
See Winslow v.

Brown, 7 E. I. 95.
Moreover we see no reason why the return of non est
inventus made by the sheriff in this case as to the defendant Samuel Adams, may not properly be treated as equivalent to the common law process of outlawry. Thej writ was
properly sued out against botii of th e defend ants and the
retur^. thereon shows tKat the j^aiiitifE-has-done-alLthaLhe
could to Fring them both into court ; and having succeeded
as to one of them it would seem that he ought to be allowed
to proceed to obtain a judgment against him. See Dillman
V. Schultz, Serg. & Eawle, 35; Tappan v. Bruen,^" 5 Mass.
92.

In

this case the court

said:

"It

has been

an immemorial

practice,

in the service of a writ sued on a contract against two or more defendants,
if some of the defendants are without the jurisdiction of the common*
•
•
to cause the writ to be served on the defendants within
wealth,
the State, and to proceed only against them for the breach of the contract
*
*
*
This practice originated from necessity, as
by all the defendants.
no mode of service is provided by our laws upon a debtor without the State,
who has no place of abode or property within it."
But in McCaU v. Price (1821) 1 MoCord (S. C.) 82, the majority of the
court held that although this procedure would be substantially an equivalent
of outlawry at common law, and although the plaintiff would be left entirely
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But, however this may be, we are clearly of the
opinion that under the statute above quoted and the uniform practice in this State, the case at bar may properly
proceed against the defendant Spitz, upon whom only the
writ was served. The demurrer is therefore sustained and
the plea in abatement overruled.®'

193.

^

without a remedy unless permitted

to resort to such procedure, nevertheless
not authorized, and unless all joint obligors could be
brought into court together there was no remedy against any of them.
93.
Exceptions to the rule that aU joint obligors must be joined are
stated by Dicey as follows:
"Exception 1. — Where a co-contractor has become bankrupt."
"Exception 2. — Where a claim is barred against one or more joint debtors,
and not against others. ' '
"Exception 3. — Where a co-contractor is resident out of the jurisdiction."
[This is statutory, based on 3 and 4 W. 4, c. 42, sec. 8. See JoU v. Lord
Curzon (1847) 4 0. B. 249.— Ed.]
"Exception 4. — Where an action is brought against common carriers."
also is based upon statute, — 11 Geo. IV ; 1 WilJ. IV, c. 68, s. 5. — Ed.]
[This
*'
Exception 5. — Wliere an action is brought against a firm, some of the
members of which are nominal or dormant partners."
"Exception 6. — Where a co-contractor is an infant or a married woman."
Dicey on Parties, chap. XT.
This rule as to the joinder of
Partners and Unincorporated Companies.
all co-obligors applies to partnerships and unincorporated companies, and all
the members must be joined as parties defendant, though one member must
or may be sued alone on contracts made by him on behalf of the firm or
company, in the same cases in which an agent must or may be sued on
Dicey on Parties, chap.
contracts made by him on behalf of his principal.
such

procedure

XIII.

was

In case of the death of a joint ohligor the liability passes to the survivor,
Dicey on Parties,
and on the death of the last survivor to his representative.
And since contracts made by partners and unincorporated companies
237.
are joint obligations of all the members, the same rule as to survivorship
Dicey on Parties, 274.
obtains.
The use oi the process of outlawry to compel the appearance of a defendant,
Law, 591,
is thus desciibed by Pollock and Maitland, 2 History of English
"Whe.i there was no specific thing that could be seized and adjudged
592:
to the plaintiff as being the very thing that he demanded, the law had at
its command various engines for compelling the appearance of the defendant.
Bracton has drawn up a scheme which in his eye is or should be the normal
from the
process of compulsion; but we can see both from his own text and
some
also
that
and
simplicity,
and
aiming
at
generality
plea rolls that he is
(1) Summons, (2) Attachment
questions are still open. The scheme is this:
by pledges, (3) Attachment by better pledges, (4) Haleas corpus, (5) A
however, consists in the mere
distraint by all goods and chattels, which,
hand,
king's
the
(6) A distraint by all goods
ceremony of taking them into
from meddlmg with them
defendant
the
to
prevent
as
such
and chattels
mean a real seizure of
will
which
chattels
and
(7) A distraint by all goods
the proceeds (issues,
for
answerable
become
will
who
sheriff,
them by the
outlawry.
and
t,
exitus) to the king, (8) Exaction
tt
He has ^
to suggest
"Braction however, has to argue for the use of outlawry.
minor
excommunicaa
can
be
there
as
outlawry
just
that there can be a minor
outlawry can be employed which will
tion in other words, that a form of
little later time a distmction is here
a
At
not 'involve a sentence of death.
for example Trespass w et armis,
action,
of
forms
the
of
In some
drawn
and, failing this, there may be
respondendum)
ad
there can be arrest (Capias
At a yet
is
the last process.
infinite'
Mistress
foms
other
outlaT^:
and
fictions,
capias
the
cover
of
under
later stage, partly by statute, partly

^
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outlawry became common to many forms, and 'imprisonment
upon mesne
process' was the weapon on which our law chiefly relied in its struggle with
the coutumacioua."

WINSLOW

V.

HEEEICK.

Supreme Court of Michigan.
9

V

1861,

Michigan, 380.

J. :

The suit below was brought on a repleyin
bond executed by Garret S. Swazie, as principal, and James
B. Vleit, Jonathan H. Bescherer and Wilder Winslow, as
suretieSi.
All of the sureties were served. The bond was
Campbell,

joint and severalT"^
Vleit appeared and pleaded, and

a

default was entered

against the other defendants served. Wh^Sj^e^case came
on for trial, plaiatiff discontinued as against Swazie and
Vleit, and took judgjneht against Bescherer and Winslow.
This is assigned as error.
We think the objection well taken. A party cannot, upon
a joint and several demand, treat the demand as a joint
obligation of less than all the debtors. .It must be joint as to
all,, or several as to all. 1 Pars, on Cont. 12, 13. This is a
well-settled and very familar doctrine.
The rule authorizing a plaintiff to discontinue against one
or more defendants was not designed to change any legal
rights, but merely to enable a plaintiff who had sued more
parties than he could recover against to amend his case by
declaring agaiast his real debtors. * * * It is very clear
that the declaration before us does not set out a contract
under which the plaintiffs in error were jointly liable without Swazie and Vleit,. and had they been sued jointly without
their co-obligors, they might have pleaded in abatement.
Plaintiff could not, by the indirect process which he adopted,
place them in any different position, or charge them in any
way not justified by his declaration.
Some other questions were presented, but the view we
have taken renders it unnecessary to decide them. The
judgment must be reversed, with costs.
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WELCH.

Supreme Ccmrt of Appeals of West Virginia. 1896.
42

West Virginia, 18.

English, J. : This was an action of trespass on the case
in assumpsit, brought by Greorge S. Johnson and H. W.
Poutz, doing busiiiess under the firm name and style of
Johnson & Foutz, against I. A. Welch and Beuben Boggess, in the circuit court of Mercer county, in which the
plaintiffs sought to recover the sum of one thousand, nine
hundred and five dollars and twenty-five cents, for material
furnished and labor expended by said plaintiffs at the instance and request of the defendants in building and erecting a certain church house near the mouth of Simmons
Creek, in Mercer county, W. Va. The defendants demurred
to the plaintiff's declaration. The demurrer was overruled.
The defendants then pleaded non assumpsit, and issue was
joined theron. On the 26th day of November, 1894, the case
was submitted to a jury, and resulted in a verdict for the
The plaintiffs moved the court to set aside the
defendants.
verdict of the jury, and award them a new trial, and to
arrest the judgment upon said verdict, which motion the
court sustained, set aside the verdict, and awarded the

plaintiffs

a new

trial, and the defendants excepted.

The contract upon which this suit is predicated reads as
follows :
"Princeton, W. Va., Feb. 10, '87. To the Building Committee of the Baptist Church, Simmons Creek, Mercer
County, West Va. : We propose to erect and finish a church
building according to the accompanying specifications made
by (H. W. Foutz) for the sum of seventeen hundred dollars. Johnson & Foutz. $1,700."Bid accepted, at seventeen hundred dollars, to complete
the church according to the accompanying specifications,
and to do the stone work at $3.50 per cubic yard. I. A.
Welch. Eeuben Boggess."
The defendants obtained this writ of error, and claim that
the court erred in setting aside the verdict, and awarding

the plaintiff a new trial.

[Cliap. 11
Common Law Pleading.
The question for our determination is whether the verdict
rendered hy the jury is warranted by the law and the testimony. When we look to the paper itself upon which the
suit is predicated, we find it is addressed to the "Building
Committee of the Baptist Church, Simmons Creek, Mercer
County, "West Va.," by the plaintiffs, Johnson & Foutz. It
was a formal bid for the construction of the church for the
sum of one thousand and seven hundred dollars. They did
not make the offer to build this church at the price named
to any particular individuals, calling them by name, but
the offer was made to the building committee of that church ;
and when the acceptance of that bid in writing to complete
said church at that price according to the accompanying
specifications was signed by I. A. Welch and Reuben Boggess, and the plaintiffs proceeded to build the church, they
thereby recognized the defendants as the building committee to whom it was addressed, and the said Welch and Boggess acknowledged themselves to be the committee addressed
by accepting said bid, over their signatures.
ITnder the title "Liability of Agents to Third Parties,"
p. 401, 1 Am. & Eng. Enc. Law, we find the law thus stated :
"A duly authorized agent, acting in behalf of his principal,
is not personally responsible on the contract when the third
party knows that he acts in the name and on behalf of the
principal." And in the footnote on same page it is said:
"But the bare want of authority in an agent or trustee
to bind the persons or estates for which he assumes to be
acting does not render him individually liable where the
facts and circumstances indicate that no such liability was
intended by either of the parties."
Applying this law to
the facts of this case, it is apparent from the face of the
paper itself tha.t the proposition to erect the church for
one thousand and seven hundred dollars was not addressed
to I. A. Welch and Reuben Boggess either as individuals or
as a building committee, but was addressed to the "Building Committee of the Baptist Church, Simmons Creek, Mercer County, West Va. ;" and the plaintiffs concluded no contract with them as individuals when they accepted said bid,
and said Welch and Boggess, in their individual capacity,
could not have compelled a compliance with said bid, while
as a building committee, recognized as such by the plaintiffs, they could have enforced compliance in accordance
with the specifications attached. * * *
776
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Upon this point we find the law stated in Mechem,
Ag., in a note on page 386 (section 550) quoting from the
opinion of Ellsworth, J., in the case of Ogden v. Raymond,
22 Conn. 379 : ' ' The authorities are somewhat conflicting
as to the liability of an agent in actions ex contractu, but
the weight of authority, we think, is that, to charge an agent'
in such action, the credit must have been given to him, or
there must be an express contract, and, if there is a written contract, there must be apt words in it to charge him."
See the case of McCurdy v. Rogers, 21 Wis. 199 (point 4
of Syllabus), where that court holds. "The agent is not in
any case liable in an action ex contractu, unless the credit
has been given to him, or he has expressly agreed to be liable, and, if there is a written contract, it must contain apt
words to charge him."

For

these reasons, my conclusion is that the court committed an error in setting aside the verdict of the jury, and
the judgment complained of must be reversed, with costs
and damages to the plaintiffs in error."*
The exceptions to the rule that the principal alone, and not the agent,
94.
is to be sued on contracts made through an agent, are stated as follows in
Dicey on Parties, chap. XII:
"Exception 1. — ^Where an agent contracts by deed in his own name."
"Exception 2. — ^Where an agent draws, indorses, or accepts a bUl of exchange in his own name."
"Exception 3. — Where credit is given exclusively to the agent."
"Exception 4. — Where an agent contracts for persons incapable of contracting. ' '

"Exception 5. — Where the contract is made by the agent himself, i. e.,
where the agent is treated as the actual party by whom the contract is made,
or in other words, where the agent, though acting as such, incurs a personal
responsibility."
,
.
.
''
Exception 6. — Where the agent is the only known or ostensible principal,
or where a contract (not under seal) has been made by an agent in his own
name for an undisclosed principal."
■ , ,
.
"Exception 7. — Where money received by an agent for his prmcipal has
bean paid under a mistake of fact, or obtained by means of a tort"

DAVIS

V.

MILLMTT.

Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.
34

1852,

Maine, 429.

Assumpsit, for the price of a cooking stove.
It was admitted at the trial that the defendants were husband and wife, whereupon the judge ordered a nonsuit, and
the plaintiff excepted.

Common Law Pleading.
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Applbton,

J. :

[Chap. 11

This is an action of assumpsit, for a cook-

ing stove sold the defendants, who, it is conceded, were hus^
band and wife. The sale, as it appears from the allegations
in the writ, was made to them jointly. Whether, however,
it was made to the wife alone, or to the husband and wife
jointly, is immaterial, since the result must in either case
be the same.
As a general rule, the wife, by the principles of the common law, cannot, during coverture, enter iato any contracts,
by which she can bind her own estate or that of her husband. 2 Bright, Husband & "Wife, 5. Neither can she jointly
contract with him. When acting as his agent, she may bind
his estate but not her own. While such is conceded to be
the doctrine of the common law, it is insisted that its provisions have been so modified by recent statutes as to allow
the maintenance of this suit.
The common law remains in full and unimpaired vigor,
unless it is changed by legislative enactment. The statute
of 1848, c. 73, upon which the counsel for the plaintiff, relies, is entitled "an Act in addition to an act to secure to
married women their rig'hts in property. ' ' The act referred
to, and the preceding acts on the same subject, do not authorize a married woman to enter generally into contracts
in her own behalf. Neither do they empower her to become
*
•
•
a joint contractor with her husband.
The contract set forth in the declaration is a joint contract. The vnte cannot, by the common law or by any statute of this State, become a party to a contract of purcliase
jointly with her husband. Nor has she the general power
so to contract as to bind the estate of her husband without

bis authority.
Exceptions overruled.

Nonsuit confirmed.^^

On contracts made by the wife alone during coverture, the husband
alone, on the ground that the wife acted as his agent and the
In Waithman v. Wakefield (1807) 1 Campb. 120,
contract is his contract.
Lord EUenborough said: "Where a husband is living in the same house ■mt\
his wife, he is liable to any extent for goods which he permits her to receivq
there; she is considered as his agent, and the law implies a promise on his
they are not cohabiting, then he is, in general,
part to pay the value.
oxily liable for such necessaries as from his situation iii life it is his duty to
supply her."
On contracts nlflde by the wife before marriage, both are to be joined.
"The propriety of joining the husband as a defendant with the wife in
actions ex contractu, when the cause of action originated with the wife dum
tola, is obvious; because, as the law makes him liable during the coverture
for the fulfilment of all her engagements made anterior thereto, it would be
repuEoant to the first principles of natural justice that he should be con95.

is to

be sued

If

^60.
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^^^® * judgment rendered
against him without an opportunity
of being first heard. But still in such suit the contract, or foundation of it, must appear to have originated with the wife alone while sole.
And as the husband is only liable for such cause of action during the covit follows necessarily that the moment that the tie is severed, either
f^^^^>
°y "'e death of the wife or by the death of the husband, all liabiUty of the
husband, or of his estate, in that action ceases; if the wife, however, should
happen to b« the one that survives, the action survives also against her,
and may be prosecuted to judgment and execution."
Nuti T. Beuttar (1832)
1 Watt* (Pfc) 833.

''^""j^i

°^

afforded

MoKAY

V.

ROYAL.

Supreme Court of North Carolina.
7

Jones Law,

1860,

426.

Action of assumpsit, tried before Shepherd^

J., at the last

spring term of Sampson Superior Court.
The plaintiffs, who are attorneys at law, and professional copartners, appeared as counsel for Catharine Eoyal,
who propounded the will of her husband, Eozen Eoyal, for
probate, wherein she was named executrix, and they also
acted as counsel for her generally, in the management of
the estate. After the rendition of these services, the plaintiffs demanded payment, which the defendant refused,
whereupon this suit was brought against her individually,
without declaring against her as executrix. The counsel for
the defendant asked the court to instruct the jury that as no
express promise was made by defendant to pay this demand, the plaintiffs could not recover.
His Honor refused the iastruction, and defendant excepted.

Judgment and appeal.
Battle, J. : There is not the slightest foundation for the
defense attempted to be set up by the defendant. _As the
plaintiffs were employed by the executrix to advise and
assist her in the probate of the will of the testator, and in
the management of his estate, she became liable to them
upon a quantwm meruit in her individual, and not in her
official capacity. Their claim against her could not be a
debt of the testator, for, say the court, in Eailey v. Wheeler,
4 Jones' Eep. 159, "it ia not possible to conceive ho^v^ a
debt of the testator can be created by matter occurring
wholly in the executor's time. If an executor makes an ex-

Verdict for plaintiffs.

Common Law Pleading.
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it, is

it

is

it

a

if

it,

press contract in reference to the property of the estate,
as, if he employ one to cry the sale of the property, as
So, in the
auctioneer, this is not a debt of the testator."
present case, the executrix having employed the plaintiffs
as her attorneys and counselors, though in relation to the
business of the estate of her testator, the debt is hers, and
she must pay
the disbursement be
proper one,
and
will
be
a
in
the
settlement
of her
she
credit for
allowed
account with the estate. This
common learningj and
or cite any other authority
unnecessary to enlarge upon

in support of it.

Judgment

affirmed.^^

Section

4.

1,

it

96.
This Title differs from fhe rale as to plaintiffs, for an executor or
administrator
may sue in either his personal or his representative character
upon all contracts made by him as representative after the death of the
See note on page 764, titprxi.
deceased.
In most other respects the rules are the same for both plaintiffs and
Thus Eule 41, together with the 2nd and 4th exceptions to
defendants.
quoted from Dieey on
and the two subordinate rules thereunder, Eule 42,
Parties, given on page 764, aupra, are aU applicable to defendants by simply
introducing the necessary changes in wording to make them apply to defendants.

Plaintipfs in

Acan:oNS

in Tobt.

Coke, 111

1613,

b.

King's Bench.

9

Court

of

EGBERT MARYS'S CASE.

:

a

[The plaintiff, Edward Crogate, brought an action
against Robert Marys, and alleged that he was copyholder
of a certain parcel of land and as such had a right of common of pasture in certain adjoining land called TownBamingham Common, and that the defendant unlawfully
put his beasts into this common and pastured the herbage,
to the injury of the plaintiff.
To which the defendant
And the jury found among other
pleaded not guilty.
things that as to depasturing the herbage defendant was
guilty. And upon the question of his right to sue for such
depasturing the court said — ]"
97.

Condensed

statement

of facts by the editor.
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For every feeding by the cattle of a stranger, the commoner shall not have an assise nor an action on
the case, as his case is, but the feeding ought to be such
per quod the commoner, etc., common of pasture, etc., for
bis cattle, etc., habere non potuit, sed proficuum suum inde
per totum id' tempits amisit, etc. So that if the trespass
be so small, that he had not any loss, but sufficient in ample
manner remaius for him, the commoner shall not take them
damage feasant, nor by any action for it ; but the tenant of
the land may in such case have an action. And therefore, if
my servant is beat, the master shall not have an action for
this battery, unless the battery is so great that by reason
thereof he loses the service of his servant, but the servant
himself for every small battery shall have an action; and
the reason of the difference is, that the master has not any
damage by the personal beating of his servant, but by reason of a per quod, viz. per quod servitium, etc., amisit; so
that the original act is not the cause of his action, but the
the cause
viz., the loss of his service
consequent upon
the
of his action; for be the battery greater or less,
not
he
shall
servant,
lose
the
service
of
his
master doth not
have an action. So in the case at bar, the lord of the soil
shall have an action for trespass done in the waste or comgreater or less,
mon, as an immediate trespass to him, be
but the conunoner shall not have an action but by consethe trespass be such, per quod proficuum
quence, viz.,
communiae suae, etc., amisit, or that he could not have his
*
common in so beneficial manner as he had before.®^
*

•

*

*

if

it

if

is

it,

*

Dicey states
The doctrine here suggested is of very wide application.
"Eule 78. — No one can bring an
in general terms as follows:
Eule 79. — The
not an injury to himself.
action for any injury which
for the
an
action
person who sustains the injury is the person to bring
wrongdoer."
injury against the
Under these rules he states the following subordinate rules:
—The person to sue for any interference with the
"Subordinate Eule
or possession of land or other real property is the
enjoyment
immediate
one can sue merely for such an
person who has possession of it, and no
, ,,
interference who has not possession."
.
"Subordinate Eule II.—For any permanent mjury to the value of land,
e., for any act which interferes with the future
or other real property,
land, an action may be brought by the person
the
enjoyment of, or title to,
it,
in
e., by the reversioner.
estate
future
a
to
entitled
may sue for an mterferenee with the
Any
person
III.—
"Subordinate Eule
has a right to the
the defendant,
against
as
who,
of
goods,
possession
sue
for w'hat is merely
can
no
person
and
such
goods;
Snmediate possession of
to the immediate possession of the
a
right
not
has
who
interference
such an
98.

•,

,

L

L

,

I.

is

■the rules

a

to the reversionary interest
^""Subordinate Eule IV.— Any person entitled
action for any damage to
an
bring
may
e., the reversioner)
in ffoods
his right of ultimate possession." Dicey
to
words,
other
in
interest,
or,
such
on Parties, chap. XIX
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EHOADS

V.

BOOTH.

Supreme Court of Iowa,
14

[Chap.

11

^
1863,

Iowa, 575.

J.:

Upon the information of defendant the
plaintiffs in this action (three in number, but not partners),
were arrested, tried before a justice of the peace for larThey
ceny and after due examination were discharged.
thereupon instituted this action to recover damages for an
On the trial, defendant,
allege d malicious prosecution.
amohglrtfa cra, aol s e d-feesginstructions :
1st.
The damages in the case, if any, are purely
personal, that is, they appertain to each person separately,
and unless some cointerest or joint interest is shown, plain"Weight,

tiff cannot recover.

If a

man commit a trespass and kill a horse, which
belongs to A and B jointly, then they can sue ajid recover
in a joint action. But if he, by the same act, kills two
horses, one belonging to A and the other to B, they could
not, in a joint action, recover the value of the horses. So in
this action plaintiffs can only recover such damages as they
have jointly sustained.
By these and other instructions of a like import, defendant claims the rule to be, that plaintiffs could not maintain
this action unless they h ad a joint interest in the damages
cMmfidj^ or the judgment to be "recovered. These were all
refused, and such refusal is now assigned for error.
The instructions should have been given. As a rule it is
•only when two or more persons are jointly entitled to, or
''have a joint interest in, the property affected, or the damages to be recovered, that they can unite in an action.
Thergfore ,severa1 pa rties cannot sue jolntlvinr iTijinTPgjT>^
"tSeperson, as for aland erj_a_b attery, o rjor false^aprisonFor words spoken of parties in their joint trade, or
ment.
for slander of title, they may sue jointly ; but not so when
two or more sue for slanderous words, which though spoken
of all, apply to them all separately; or in a case of false
imprisonment, or a malicious prosecution, when each, as
individuals, are imprisoned or prosecuted.
Tha-principle
underlying is. .that it is not the act but the consequence
2nd.

Pakties to Actions.
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•••••••••
2

•

1

i

is it
is

is

if

Thus,
two persons are injured by the
same stroke, the act
one, but
the consequence of the
ot the act tael£,..which
redreaaed, and therefore
a^t, a^d^
thejnxury is .several. There^
cannot_ba-a-4oint -a&U^j because onedoes not share in the
suffering- of the other.
Ch. Pi. 6372 S^unS^rs, 116, 117;
Bouv. Inst., p. 171.
Reversed.^*

"^

.

a

a

1.

99. "Enle 80. —
Persons who have
separate interest and sustain
separate damage must sue separately.
"2. Persons who have a separate interest, but sustain a joint damage,
may sue either jointly or separately in respect thereof.
".^:. ^'■so^s who have a joint interest must sue jointly for an iniury
to it." Dicey on Parties, 380.
"Rule 82. —Where several persons have a joint right of action for a tort
it passes on the death of each to the survivors, and on the death of the last
(if the right of action be one that survives) to his representatives." Dicey
on Parties, 382.
Partners and Unincorporated Companiet.
Since the firm or company is
nothing but the individuals who compose it, the general rules as to joinder

of plaintiffs apply.

7

Supreme Court

Indiana.

^

1

CEOW.

(U

V.

of

HAET

^

"Eule 84. —^All the partners in a firm, or members of an unincorporated
company, should join in an action for wrong done to the firm or company."
Dicey on Parties, 384.

1845.

Blackford, 351.

is

a

it

a

a

:

This was an action on the^casejby Crow
SuiiLiVAiT, J.
libel onThe plaintiffs, written
and wife againM_Hart^or
and posted up by defendant in place of public resort. The
declaration alleges that the defendant, wickedly and maliciously intending to injure the plaintiffs in their good name,
to be believed by their neighbors and
etc., and to cause
others that they had been and were guilty of the crimes of
lying and stealing, and to subject them to the scorn of
their neighbors, etc., did, on, etc., at, etc., falsely, wickedly
and maliciously, compose and publish, of and concerning the
certain false, scandalous, malicious and deplaintiffs,
then set out, and
famatory libel, etc. The alleged libel
charges that John Crow and his wife are liars, rogues, etc.
By means whereof the plaintiffs have been greatly injured,

Common Law Pleading.
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Denrarrer to tlie declaration overruled, and joint dametc.
ages assessed upon a writ of inquiry.
There are some questions raised on the admissibility
of certain testimony that was objected to on the execution
of the writ of inquiry, but the case does not require that
The court erred in overruling the
we should decide them.
The suit is brought not only
demurrer to the declaration.
for the injury sustained by the wife, but for the wrong done
to the husband also. The action is joint, and joint damages
are sought to be recovered. Two _separate causes of
action are shown, accruing to different, persons, that cannot
be unitedjn_the_samg suit. For the injury done to the wife,
the husband must join, in the suit; but the declaration
must show that it is for the wrong done to the wife that
the suit is prosecuted. For the injury done to the husband,
he alone should sue.
(1) In Neioton et ux. v. Hatter, 2
Ld. Baym. 1208, the suit was brought for a battery committed on both. There was a judgment by default, and a
writ of inquiry was executed. On the return of the writ,
judgment was arrested because the wife could not be joined
in an action with the husband for a battery on the latter.

If

the defendant had pleaded to the declaration, and the
cause had gone to a jury, and separate damages had been
given for the injury to the wife, it may be that the verdict
might have been sustained. BuU. N. P. 21 ; Cro. Jac. 655 ;
3

Binney,

Per

555.

Cxjbiam.

The judgment

is reversed

with costs.

Cause remanded, etc.

SMITH V. FITZGEEAIiD.
Supreme Court of Vermont.
59

J. i

1887,

Vermont, 451.

This is an action quare clausum f regit for
on
land of which the plaintiff and his wife,
cutting trees
Laura, were in possession in right of the wife, who held the
same under a warranty deed from her father, and over
which the plaintiff exercised such control and management
as a husband may, in the law, exercise over the wife's real
estate, and had no right or estate in the premises except
Walker,
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such as a hnslxand acquires by marriage in the real estate
of his wife. The wife was not joined as a party plaintiff in
the writ • • •

II.

The next question to be considered is whether an
action can be maintained in the name of the husband alone
against a person for cutting trees upon the wife's land during the coverture.
As we have no statute law upon this subject the question
must necessarily be determined upon the principles and
authority of the common law.
The common law rule as to the joinder of husband and
wife in actions for damages to the real property of the latter
during coverture is said by some writers to be not quite
clear. The rule, however, seems to be quite uniform in the
elementary books and decisions of the courts.
In Chitty's Pleading, vol. 1 (6th Atn. Ed.), page 85, the
law is stated as follows: "In real actions for the recovery
of the land of the wife, and ia a writ of waste thereto, the
husband and wife mitst join. But when the action is merely
for the recovery of damages to the land or other real prop•
*
*
the huserty of the wife during the coverture
interest
wife
be
her
joined,
or
the
may
band may sue alone
in the land being stated in the declaration."
In Waterman on Trespass, vol. 2, s. 937, the rule is stated
as follows: "At common law, where the action is merely
for the recovery of damages done to the real estate of the
wife during coverture, the husband may sue alone, or his
wife may be joined."
In Dicey on Parties to Actions, 412, the rule is laid down
as follows: "A husband may sue either alone, or jointly
with his wife, for all injuries done during; coverture to real
property, of which the husand and wife are seized, or to
' '
which they are entitled in right of the wife.
The same doctrine is asserted in Hilliard on Torts, vol. 2,
page 502. It is there stated that an action for trespass for
cutting trees on land held by husband and wife in right of
the wife, may be brought by the husband alone, or by the
husband and wife jointly, at his election.
The rule thus laid down seems to have been followed in
the decisions of the courts where the common law governs
and is supported by an unbroken line of authority. 2
Saunders PL & Ev. 81; 1 Boll. 348; 2 Vent. 195; Com. Dig.

Common Law Pl,eading.
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tit. Baron & Femme, V. W. & X.; 2 Bao. Abr. tit Baron &
Femme (K.) ; Cro. Car. 347; 1 W. Saunders, 291; Selwyn
N. P. 310; Bidgood v. Way, 2 Black. 1236; Weller v. Baker,
2 Wils, 423; Clapp v. Stoughton, 10 Pick. 469. Allen et ux.
V. Kingsbury, 16 Pick. 235; Tallmadge v. Grannis, 20 Conn.
296; FairchUd v. Chaustelleux, 1 Pa. 176; Ih. 8 Watts, 412.

principle deduced from the cases cited, and upon
which the decisions are based, is, that in all cases for injuries done to the wife's land during coverture, where the
right of action will survive to the wife upon the death of the
husband, and to the husband upon the death, of the wife, the
husband may sue alone or join with his wife at his election;
and that the wife must be joined only in those cases where
the right of action will survive to the wife alone and not
to the husband; such as actions to recover the title to the
Tihe

land and actions brought to recover for waste only.
It is well settled that an action of trespass for injuries
committed to the wife 's land during the coverture will survive to the husband on the death of the wife, and that if the
wife survive any action for a tort committed to her real
estate during the coverture will survive to her. 1 Chitty PI.
85.

It must

therefore be held in this case that the action was
properly brought in the name of the husband alone.

We find no error in the judgment of the court below, and
the same is affirmed.

FAIRCHILD

v.

CHAUSTELLEUX.

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
8

J.:

1839.

Watts, 412.

The only poiat on which the plaintiff in
error relies, is raised on the charge of the court, that husband and wife can sustain an action of replevin for timber,
cut and carried away from property belonging to them
during the coverture. It is a principle of law, stated by
Chitty in his treatise on CivU Pleading, and since recognized
EoGBBS,

^^^-
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in Seibert v. McHenry, 6 Watts, 301, that when a
feme covert has no interest whatever in the subject-matter of the

action, and consequently ought not to be made a party, and
she sues either with or without her husband, the plaintiff
will be nonsuited, on the general issue. On the trial, the defendant prayed the court to instruct the jury that the husband and wife could not join in the suit, but that suit
should be brought in the name of the husband alone. The
court refused to give this direction, and of this the defendants complain. The plaintiff contends, that because the
freehold, on which the trespass was committed, waS' the
joint property of the husband and wife, the action is well
brought in their joint names. To this the defendants
answer, that the suit is not brought for an injury to the
freehold, but that the action is brought for an injury to the
personal property of the husband. Where trespass is committed on the lands of the wife during coverture, the husband may sue alone in trespass, or according to the current
of authorities, the wife may be joined. Clapp v. Slaughter,
10 Pick. 469; Com. Dig. tit. Baron & Feme.
Whether this
principle applies to the somewhat anomalous interests of
the husband and wife in the locus in quo, it is unnecessary
to decide, although the principle is undoubtedly applicable
to a wrongdoer to the freehold of a wife, when the action is
trespass quare clausv/m f regit. But here the parties have
not thought proper to adopt that remedy for the injury, but
have resorted to an action for the thing itself. By the act
of severance from the freehold, whether done by the husband himself, or a wrongdoer, the timber becomes personal
property, and eo instanti vests in the husband. The action
is therefore for taking and carrying away the property of
the husband, in which the wife cannot be joined. The wife
can acquire no personal property in her own right, and if
she obtaias any, either by gift or otherwise, it becomes immediately the property of the husband, though not in his
But the property was in the construcactual possession.
tive, if not in the actual possession of the husband from the
time of the severance, and the subsequent asportation was a
wrong done to that possession, for which an action well lies
in his name, and in his name alone. The iajury is done to
him, and the wife has no interest whatever in the subjectmatter of the action, although she was a joint owner with
her husband of the free'hold, from which the timber was
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severed. In Nethart and Wife v. Anderson, 1 Salk. 114,
trover was brougM by haron and feme, and tlie plaintiff declared quod cum possessionat fuerwnt, etc., tlie defendant
converted ad damnum ipso rum, held nought after verdict;
for the possession of the wife is the possession of the husband, and so is the property ; so that the conversion cannot
be to the damage of the wife, but of the husband only. The
same doctrine held in trespass for taking goods. 1 Salk.
115.
So baron must briag an action alone for work done by
the wife during the coverture, unless there be an express
promise to the wife. Buckley v. Collins, 1 Salk. 115. And
one of the reasons given for the judgment of the court is,
that the advantage of the wife's work shall not survive to
This
the wife, but goes to the executor of the husband.
reason applies to this case, for had the baron died after
the severance of the timber, the property would not have
survived to the wife, but would have gone to the executors
of the husband ; for, by the severance, it becomes the property of the husband. There are some causes of action accruing through the means of the wife, for which the husband
must sue alone ; while there are others for which he may
join his wife with him in a suit, or sue aJone, as he pleases.
And the criterion by which it may be judged when he must
sue alone, and when he may or may not, seems to be this :
if the cause of action will survive to the wife, then the husband may join his wife in the action for the recovery of
or sue alone; but if
will not survive, then the husband
must sue alone. Clancy's Husband and Wife,
and the
authorities there cited. • • •
Judgment reversed.

V.

BOTHWELL.

Supreme Judicial Court

of

KENT

Massaclvusetts.

1890.

152 Massachusetts, 341.

:

a

Replevin, brought by the administratrix of the estate of
Nicholas Kent, in her own name, against a deputy sheriff.
Trial in the superior court, before Dewey, J., who allowed
bill of exceptions, in substance as follows
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The defendant, on July 3, 1889, attached and took ihe
property in question upon a writ, as the property of one
White. The plaintiff, who was appointed administratrix
on June 5, 1888, contended, and offered evidence tending to
prove, that the property when attached by the defendant
belonged to the estate, and the title to the same was in her
as such administratrix ; and that she was entitled to maintain the action in her own name. The defendant asked the
judge to rule that the plaintiff could not maintain the action
by virtue of the title which vested in her as administratrix.
The judge refused so to rule, and ordered a verdict for the

plaintiff; and the defendant alleged exceptions.
, Knowlton, J. :
To maintain an action of replevin for
goods, the plaintiff must prove his general or special property in them, and a right to immediate possession.
Upon causes of action which accrued in the lifetime of the

testator or intestate, an executor or administrator must sue
in his representative capacity, but in general, upon those
founded on transactions with him, or on injuries to property
occurring after his appointment, he may sue in his own
name. The fact that he is accountable for the proceeds of
the suit as assets of the estate does not necessarily preclude
bim from maintaining an action without reference to his
official relation. The rule has generally been stated to be,
that, for injuries to property committed after the death of
the intestate, an administrator may, and properly should,
sue as an individual ; but if he choo'ses to make his claim in
his official capacity the action will lie. 2 Greenl. Ev. Par.
338; Carlisle v. Burley. 3 Greenl. 250; Foster v. Gorton,
5 Pick. 185 ; Bollard v. Spencer, 7 T. R. 358 ; Knox v. Bigelow, 15 Wis. 415. It has sometimes been held, that to maintain trover in his own name the administrator must have
had actual possession, but the great weight of authority is
now otherwise, the action being made to rest on his right
of property, which draws after it the right of possession.
Bollard v. Spencer, 7 T. R. 358; Eollis v. Smith, 10 East,
293; Gray v. Swain, 2 Hawks. 15; Garter v. Estes, 11 Rich.
C), 264.
(S. C.) 363; Kerhy v. Quinn, Rice (S.^
Upon an appointment of an administrator, the property
of his intestate immediately passes to him by relation from
While he holds en
the time of his intestate's decease.
autre droit, he has the legal title, and may at any time
make an absolute disposition of the property for which he
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is accountable on Ms official bond. He holds both the possession and the property as an individual, although he holds
them under a kind of trust. An unlawful interference with
the property to its damage is a disturbance of his possession
for which he may sue in his own name, although under his
trust he is accountable for the damages recovered. In like
manner, it should be held, when a plaintiff must establish
a title, that an administrator's right to the chattels of the
intestate is a sufficient property for the maintenance of an
action.
None of the cases which have been brought to our attention refer to any distinction between replevin and actions
for injuries to property, in reference to an administrator's
right to sue in his own name ; and his right so to bring a
suit in replevin has been sustained by direct adjudication in
New York and in Florida. People v. Judges of Mayor's
Court, 9 Wend. 486; PatcJien v. Wilson, 4 Hill (N. Y.), 57;

Branch v. Branch, 6 Fla. 314.
The property of the plaintiff, as administratrix, was
sufficient to enable her to maintain her action ; and the ruling at the trial was correct.
Exceptions overruled.^

General Sulet as to Executors and Administrators.
92. — The personal representative of the deceased
(L e., his executors
and administrators)
can sue for injuries to the property of the deceased
done during his lifetime."
"The right to sue for injuries to the testator's or intestate's personal estate
c. 2 (extended by 15 Edw.
depends upon 4 Edw.
e. 5)."
"The
right to sue for injuries done to the real estate of the deceased in his lifetime depends on 3 and 4 Will. IV, c. 42, s. 2."
"Eule 93. — The personal representatives of the deceased cannot sue for
injuries to the person, feelings or reputation of the deceased."
"The rule that an action for a personal wrong dies with the person, still
applies to those wrongs which are of a strictly personal character."
''Eule 94. — The personal representatives of the deceased can sue for injuries to his personal property committed after his death."
"Eule 95. — The real representative of the deceased cannot sue for any
wrong done to him."
"The right to sue passes, if it passes at all, to a deceased person's
personal, and not to his real t«presentative ; nor can the latter sue for
injui7 done to his property after death." Dicey on Parties, ehap. XXIV.
1.

"Eule

Ill,

Ill,
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V.

in Toet.

MUMFOBD.

Supreme Court of New York.
14

791

1817.

Johnson, 426.

'

it

'

;

a

8)

(7

is

(5

(1

(1

is

is,

The plaintiff in error brought an action in the court helow, against the defendant in error, "for keeping up a milldam on the Susquehannah river, below the lands of the
plaintiff, whereby the water of the river was set back, and
flowed the. plaintiff's land," etc. The defendants pleaded
in abatement, that the land on which the milldam was
erected, and the mills appurtenant thereto, were held in
joiol—tenaney by the defendants, together with several
other persons (naming them) who were not made parties
to the suit. The plaintiff objected to the sufficiency of the
plea, but the justice gave judgment for the defendants.
PiiATT, J., delivered the opinion of the court. The general rule on this subject is, that if several persons jointly
commit a tort, the plaiatiff has his election to sue all, or
in its nature, a separate act
any of them, because a tort
of each individual, and, therefore, in actions, in form ex
delicto, such as trespass, trover, or case for malfeasance,
against one only, for a tort committed by several he cannot
plead the nonjoinder of the others, in abatement or in bar.
a distinction, however, in
Chitty's Plead. 75.) There
mere
personal actions of tort, and such
some cases between
Chitty. Plead. 76.) In the
as concern real property.
Term. Rep. 65), Lord Kenyon
case of Mitchell v. Tarhutt
any
recognizes this distinction, and says, "where there
all
the
parties
land,
to
must
be
dispute about the title
brought before the court." A case in the year books
shows that a plea in abatement may be well
Hen. IV,
pleaded for this cause, to an action on the case, for a tort.
An action of trespass on the case was brought against the
abbot of Stratford, and the plaintiff counted that the defendant held certain land, by reason whereof he ought to
repair wall on the bank of the Thames that the plaintiff
had lands adjoining, and that for default of repairing the
wall, his meadows were drowned. To which Skrene said,
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may be that the abbot had nothing in the land, by cause
whereof he should be charged, but jointly with others, in
which case the one cannot answer without the other."
©ut in actions for torts relating to lands of the defendants, there seems to be ground for this further distinction
viz., between nuisances arising from acts of malfeasance,
and those which arise from mere omission, or nonfeasance.
The case of the abbot of Stratford was that of a nuisance,
arising from neglect of duty in not repairing a wall, which
was by law enjoined on the proprietor or proprietors of
the land on which the wall stood. The gist of the action,
therefore, was, that the defendant was such proprietor, and
had neglected a duty incident to his title. The title to the
land, on which the nuisance existed, was, therefore, directly
in question; for if the abbot was not the owner of the land,
he was not chargeable with neglect, nor lia(ble for the
nuisance. But in this case, the action is for a nuisance arising from an act of misfeasance, the " keeping up a miUdam
on a stream below the plaintiff's land." Here needs no
averment that the defendant owned the land on which the
dam was kept up. The title to that land cannot come in
question in this suit, for the maintaining such a dam is
equally a nuisance, and the defendants are equally liable for
damages, whether the defendants own the land as joint tenants with others, or whether they are sole proprietors, or
whether they have any right whatever in it." "Keeping
up" the dam implies a positive act of the defendants ; it is a
malfeasance, and therefore, the plaintiff has a right of action against all or any of the parties who keep up that dam.
,Unless
the title comes in question, there is no difference, in
■f
this respect, in cases arising ex delicto, between actions
merely personal, and those which concern the realty. The
"plaintiff in such an action is always bound to join his cotenants, because his title must come in question as the
foundation of his claim; but he may sue any or all who
have done the tortious act. The justice, therefore, erred
in deciding against the demurrer to the plea in abatement,
and the judgment must be reversed.

Judgment reversed.^
Partner* and Member* of Unineorporated Societies.
104. — One, or any, or all of the partners in a firm, or members of an
unincorporated company, may be sued jointly for a wrong committod bjr the
firm or company. ' ' Dicety on Fartiea, 467.
2.

"Bule

^^^
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V.

ECKWTJEZEL.

Supreme Court of Alabama.
42

793

1868,

Alabama, 322.

This was an action for conversion of chattels brought by

*
*
*
appellee against appellants.
The conrt below charged the jury: "That if they believed from the evidence, that the goods were the property
of the plaintiff, and were wrongfully taken by the defendant
Moore, without the knowledge, authority, or consent of the
plaintiff, and were afterwards sold by the defendant Moore,
to the defendant LarMns, without the knowledge, authority,
or consent of the plaintiff, and if this occurred before the
commencement of the suit, the defendants were jointly
liable to the plaintiff. ' '

The jury rendered a verdict against both the defendants,
on which judgment was rendered for $1,332; from which
they appealed, and assign for error the charges given as
above.
Byed, J. : The main question in, this case is, whether upon the facts shown by the record, the action is maintainable
against the appellants jointly. There can be no doubt that
under the law and the facts in evidence, that the appellants
are severally liable in trover. Lee v. Matthews, 10 Ala.
682; Conner & Johnson v. Allen & Reynolds, 33 ib. 516. No
case has been found by us, none brought to our notice by
counsel, in which a joint action in trover has been brought
agaiust the seller and buyer of a chattel, where the latter
was a purchaser bona fide.
In the elementary works, no reference is made to the joint
liability in trover of a seller and buyer, to the owner of a
chattel. The-cef erence made to the joint liability of parties
in this-ferm of action, are uniformly if not janiversaJly, to
parties who participated, in some way, in the original conv«rsipn. In this case, when Moore took possession of the
goods, under the evidence, he was liable for the conversion
to the owner, and so would all persons who participated in
that act have been, severally or jointly, liable with him,
whether they knew or had notice of the claim of the owner
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joint liability of the original tort-

feasor and a person to whom he sold the goods without
any notice of the claim of the owner, the question is more
difficult of solution.
The absence of any case in point, and the failure of the
elementary writers to make any reference to such a case,
may be looked upon as persuasive to show that in the opinion of the profession, "such an action is not maintainable.
Upon principle, it would seem unjust to subject a bona fide
purchaser from a tort-feasor, to a joint suit with him, to
the costs and damages which may be recovered in such an
action, and to have them fixed upon him as a joint liability
with his vendor.

Btkd, J.: "We have carefully examined the record, the
application for a rehearing, and the foregoing opinion; and,
in response to the application, we have come to the conclusion to adhere to that opinion. In the case of White v.
H. 546 (see, also, Powery v. Sawyer,
Demary et al., 2
46 Maine, 160; Moody v. Whitney, 34 ib. 563; Drake v.
Barrymore, 14 John. 166; 2 Scam. 448; 2 Hill on Torts, 467,
Par. 26; Laymon v. Hendrix, 1 Ala. 212); the court say,
"when an action soimds in tort, and is against more than

K

one person, judgment cannot be had tigainst more than one,
without evidence of a joint wrong.
separate wrong by
only
the
sufferer
to
separate
entitles
a
action against
each,
''
And the court further saj^ that had the action been
each.
ex contractu, a neglect of one would have subjected both.
"But being ex delicto, the defendants to be all liable, must
all have actually perpetrated the wrong, or directed it to be
''
The facts of that case are not identical with those
done.
of this, but suflSciently so for the application of the principles announced, to the facts of this case.

A

And in Eilliard on Torts, it is said that a person who

knowingly receives from another a chattel, which the latter
has wrongfully seized, and afterward, on demand refused
to give it back to the owner, does not thereby become a
joint trespasser, unless the chattel was seized for his use.
"So where A. took and converted the raule of plaintiff and
sold it to B.", it was held that the original taking by A, and
the detention by B. were separate causes of action. P. 448.
Bhit it has been held that where a consignee, with power
to sell, sells' with intent to defraud the consignor, which
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mtent is known to tlie purchaser, the seller and buyer are

jointly liable in trover.

White v. Wall, 40 Maine, 574.
Which is consistent with the doctrine held by us in the opinion heretofore delivered in this case. And these cases, with
those cited heretofore, clearly draw the line of distinction
which runs between those cases in which a joint action in
trover lies against a buyer and seller, and those iu which it
does not. In trover against several defendants, all cannot
be found guilty on the same count, without proof of a joint
conversion by all. And if they all join in an act with the
intent to deprive the owner of property, or to convert it to
the use of one or both, they are jointly liable, whether the
act be one of sale and purchase, or of any other character.
But the sale by one who has converted the property of another, to an innocent purchaser, cannot sustain a joiat
action, in form ex delicto, against the seller and buyer.
Although all the evidence is not set out, yet enough is set
out to show that the charge is erroneous. Lackett v. McCord,
23 Ala. 851; Moore v. Clay, 24 Ala. 235; Hines et ux. v.
Trautham, 27 Ala. 359.^
3.
A few torts such as slander and perhaps seduction, cannot be the act
of more than one person. Thus, in Coryton v. Lithebye (1682) 2 Wms. Saund,
117 c, it was said that "one action will not lie against several persons for

same words, as where a man brought an action against two
•
»
•
hast stolen plate,
and we do arrest thpe for that
felony,' and, there being a verdict for the defendant, it was moved in arrest
of judgment, that the action does not lie against two jointly, because the
•
•
•
words of one are not the words of the other,
and so it was
several
causes
can
no
more produce a joint
resolved by the court, for these
action than their words and tongues can be said to be one."
"Enle 100. —Each wrongdoer's separate liability to be sued for a tort
passes on his death (if it survives at all) to his personal representatives.
The joint liability of several wrongdoers passes on the death of each to
the surviTors."
Dicey on Parties, 439.
speaking

the

for saying 'thou

MADDOX

V.

BEOWX.

Supreme Jvdicial Court of Maine.
71

1880.

Maine, 432.

Appletoit, C. J.: The defendant's son, a minor of the
age of seventeen years, took his father's horse and carriage,

which he had been allowed to use without restriction, and
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drove to a store for the purpose of depositing money, which
as treasurer of a Sabbath school, he had received the day
before. Etntering the store to make the deposit, he left his
horse unfastened and unattended, and the horse so left
started, and running away, the defendant's carriage collided
with the plaintiff's team and occasioned an injury, to recover compensation for which this action is brought.
The horse and carriage were taken by the son in the
absence of the defendant, and without his knowledge.
It is not pretended that the son was an unfit person to be
entrusted with the use of the horse, or that the horse was
unsafe or misuitable. The plaintiff claims to recover, not
on the ground of the parental and filial relation, but because
the son in the management of the defendant's team was his
servant, and engaged in his business, and that the defendant was liable for his negligence.
The master is liable to third persons for all damages resulting from the negligence of his servants, acting under
his orders, or in the course of his business. Specific directions are not required. It is sufficient if the act was one
within the range of the servant's employment. The general
rule, as judicially declared in England, is that the master
is answerable for every wrong of his servant committed in
the course of the service and for the master's benefit, though
no express command or privity of the master be proved.
Wharton on Negligence, Par. 161 ; Mitchell v. Crassweller,

Eng. C. L. 236.
master is not liable for his servant's torts when not
in his employ. If a master gives his servant liberty for a
day to go to a fair and to take his horse and wagon, he is
not liable to third persons for an injury done by the servant
during the day with his horse and wagon. Bard v. Yohn,
The owner of a horse and carriage is not
26 Penn. 482.
liable for an injury caused by the negligent driving of a
borrower, to a third person, if not being used at the time in
the owner's business. Herlihy v. Smith, 116 Mass. 265. So
in Sheridan v. Chadwich, 4 Daly, 338, a coachman, after
having used his master's horse and carriage in gloiag upon
an errand for his master, instead of taking them to the
stable, used them in going upon an errand of his own, without his master's knowledge or consent, and, while so doing,
negligently ran into and injured the plaintiff's horse; it
If a servant
was held that the master was not liable.
76

A
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does a

wrongful or negligent act without the authority, and
not for the purpose of
executing the orders or doing the
work of his master, the latter is not responsible in damages

therefor. Howe v. Newmarch, 12 Allen, 49.
Tihe relation of master and servant must exist at the
time of the injury.

It

cannot be pretended, that, under the circumstances
stated, the boy was engaged in the business of his father or
acting for him. The jury could not have drawn the inference that he was so engaged or was so acting.
It would
have been unauthorized from the evidence.
The instructions given were correct, and those requested,
so far as proper and applicable, were given.
Exceptions overruled.

MAYER

V.

THO'MPSON-HUTCmSON BUILDING
COMPANY.

Supreme Court of Alabama.
104

1894.

Alabama, 611.

Coleman, J. : The Thompson-Hutchison Bliilding Co., a
corporation, contracted to erect a brick building in the city
of Birmingham. Thompson, a corporator and president of
the corporation, as its agent and officer, controlled and
directed the workmen in its construction. A brick, either
without the application of force, or by force, fell from the
top of the wall, which, in falling, struck the plaintiff below
on the head, and greatly injured him. Thompson was not
present when the injury occurred, and was not otherwise
liable than asi an agent or officer of the company in charge.
The first count of the complaint charges, that the defend*
*
*
in so
ants ' ' did erect and build a certain building
careless, negligent and improper a manner, that by reason
thereof certain brick fell from said building," etc. In the
second count it is charged that the defendants "did erect
*
*
*
to
and build a certain four-story brick building,
the height of sixty feet, without any scaffold barrier and
*
* *
from brick falling
safeguard, to protect persons,
from said bnilding, when it was their duty to do so" etc.
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Tlie corporation and Thompson and the other corporators
were jointly sued. The jury, under the instruction of the
court, returned a verdict against the corporation and in
favor of Thompson. This statement of the case we deem
sufficient, to bring up the material questions involved.

The second count charges the defendants with neglect
in their failure or omission to erect scaffolds or guards,- so
as to prevent brick from falling to the ground.
On this
proposition the defendant, Thompson, invokes the doctrine
that an agent or servant is not liable for a mere omission
or nonfeasance. The rule is stated as as contended for in
Story on Agency, Par. 308, and in Story on Contracts, Par.
171 ; and there are numerous decisions which fully sustain
the text. There are courts of high authority which hold
differently. Our attention has not been called to any decision of the question in this State, and in declaring the law
which shall govern, we have carefully considered both lines
of decisions.
The principle upon which the rule is founded, as declared
by Story, is, that there is no privity between the servant
or agent and third persons, but the privity exists only between him and the master or principal. This relation of
privity is that from which arises the maxim respondeat
The liability of the principal or master to third
superior.

persons does not depend upon any privity between him and
such third persons. It is tie privity between the master
and servant that creates: the liability of the master for injuries sustained by third persons on account of the misfeasance and nonfeasance of the servant or agent. It is
difficult to apply the same principles which govern in
matters of contract between an agent and third persons to
the torts of an agent which inflict injury on third persons,
whether they be of misfeasance or nonfeasance, or to give a
sound reason, why a person, who, while acting as principal,
would be individually liable to third persons for an omission
of duty, becomes exempt from liability for the same omission of duty, because he was acting as Sicrvant or agent.
The tort is none the less a tort to a third person, whether
suffered from one acting as principal or agent, and his
rights ought to be the same against the one whose neglect
of duty has caused the injury. We think the better rule declared in Baird v. SMpmcm, 132 111. 16 (22 Amer. St. Eep.
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504), in which it is held, that "an agent of the owner of
property, who has the complete control and management of
tile premises, and who is bound to keep them in repair, is
liable to third persons for injuries resulting to the latter,
while using the premises in an ordinary and appropriate
manner, through the neglect of such agent. And the agent
cannot excuse himself on the plea that his priDcipal is
liable. It is not his contract that exposes him to liability
to third persons, but his common law obligation to so use
that which he controls as not to injure another."
See
notes to this case in 22 Amer. St. Eep. 504, supra. In Ellis
V. McNaugUon, 76 Mich. 237 (15 Am. St. Rep. 308), we find
this language: "Misfeasance may involve the omission to
do something which ought to be done; as when an agent,
engaged in the performance of his undertaking omits to do
something which it is his duty to do under the circiunstances; as that when he does not exercise that degree of
care which due regard for the rights of others requires. ' ' In
Campbell v. Portland Sugar Co., 63, Me. 552 (16 Amer. Eep.
is the actual personal negligence of
503), it is said :
the agents which constitutes the constructive negligence of
the corporation. The corporation acts through and by them,
and they act for the corporation, and when their acts or
neglects result in injury to third persons, they are equally

"It

responsible with their principal." This rule is broadly
stated in 14 Amer. & Eng. Encyc. Law, 814. We might
cite other decisions if deemed necessary. We hold, that the
more relation of agency does not exempt a person from
liability for any injury to third persons resulting from his
neglect of duty, for which he would otherwise be liable.

WHALEN

V.

PENNSYLVANIA EAILROAD COMPAI^.

Supreme Court of New Jersey.
73

J.

1906.

New Jersey Law, 192.

The plaintiff in this action sued the de:
C.
fendant company and one Spencer, an employee of the company, who was a citizen of New Jersey, for injuries reGttmmeeb,
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ceived by Hm while a passenger upon one of the defendant
company's ferryboats. Plaintiff had a verdict and fadgment against both defendants.
*

*

*

The averment of the declaration was that "the
said defendants failed and neglected to use due and reasonable care to carry the plaintiff safely in the said boat under
their direction, operation and management, and so negligently and carelessly operated, managed and controlled
said boat that said boat was, through negligent and careless conduct of the said Pennsylvania Eailroad Company
and the said Spencer, its servants, employee and agents,
propelled at a high rate of speed against a certain pier or
bulkhead, so that said plaintiff, while being carried as a
passenger as aforesaid on the said boat of the said defendant company, under the direction and control of the
said Spencer, was violently thrown to the deck of said boat,
and then and there greatly injured." The negligence alleged is charged to be that of the defendants, and the statement that the boat, at the time of the accident, was under
the direction of Spencer, does not negative this allegation.
*
*
*
So far as this court is concerned, the rule is
settled that where an injury is caused by the negligence of
an agent, acting in the line of his employment, the action
may be joint against such agent and his principal, or may
be separate against either (Brokaw v. North Jersey Railroad Co., 3 Vroom, 328, 333; Newman v. Fowler, 8 id. 89, 90),
and this rule has, inferentially, received the approval of
the court of errors and appeals in the case of Peterson v.
Middlesex and Somerset Traction Co. et cH., 42 id. 296.
The second assignment of error, which is that a joint
action cannot be maintained against an employer and employee under the circumstances set out in thef declaration,
is disposed of by what has already been said.
The judgment under review must he affirmed.
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Supreme Court of Iowa.
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At
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1857.

Iowa, 157.
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common law, infants were required to sue and defend
by guardian. By the statute of Westm., 1 C. 48 and 2 C. 15,
they were authorized to sue by prochein ami. These statutes, however, gave only an accumulative remedy; for the
infant might still sue, either by guardian or by next friend.
Co. Lit. 135, b. note, 220; Miles v. Boy den, 3 Pick. 213; 3 Bacon's Ab. 616. The Code simply recognizes this common
law rule, and provides the same cumulative remedy — it being therein declared that minors may sue and defend by
guardian; that those who have no guardian, may sue by
next friend; and that the court may appoint a guardian
ad litem, to defend for a minor, who has no other guardian.
Sections 1688, 1689. In this case, the record shows affirmatively that, at the time of the death of the father, five of
the defendants (his^ children and heirs) were minors. They
were admitted to be minors by plaintiff at the May term,
1851, when he moved that they be notified of the pendency
of said cause. They were never notified; they never appeared by guardian; nor was there even a next friend apTo say that such miaors
pointed to defend for them.
should be concluded by a trial, thus conducted, we think,
would be to establish a rule dangerous in the extreme — a
rule which would be at variance with all of our settled
notions of law, as applied to the rights of infant parties in
a legal proceeding.
We do not believe that any case can be found, where
the property of infants has been disposed of under the
circumstances herein disclosed. The infant is supposed to
be incapable of guarding his own interests, and it is the duty
of the court, before it divests him of his estate, to be satisfied that he has: had a full opportunity to have his day in
court, by a proper and suitable guardian ; and to see, notwithstanding any admission of facts, even by such guardian,
Walton v. Covlson, 1
that his rights are not sacrificed.
.

C.

L. p.
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McLean, 120; Greenup v. Bacon, 1 Mon. 108; Austin v.
Charlestown Female Seminary, 8 Met. 196; Bloom v. Burdick, 1 Hill, 131; The Bank of United States v. Richie, Si
Peters, 128. The minor may be sued in his own name, but
he cannot appear by attorney but only by guardian, adClarke v. Gilmanton,
mitted, or appointed by the court.
12 N. H. 515; Alderman v. Tinell, 8 Johns. 418; Valentine
V. Cooley, 1 Meigs. 613; Knapp v. Crosby, 1 Mass. 479;
Bank v. Richie, 8 Peters, 128 ; Mercer v. Watson, 1 Watts,
330; Comstock v. Carr, 6 Wend. 528; Starbird v. Moore, 21
Vermont, 530; 3 Bacon's Ab. 616; Mackey v. Gray, 2 Johns,
192.

It

is claimed by counsel, however, that there is nothing
to show that said five defendants were minors at the time
of the trial ; that they may have attained their majority before that time. In the first place it may be answered to
this that the material inquiry is what was their age at the
time they appeared and plead (if there was such appearance), and not at the time of the rendition of the judgment. And if it is claimed that a party, by appearance and
defending a cause, after attaining his full age, thereby
waives any error resulting from appearing and pleading
in the first instance by attorney, the answer in this case
is that the record does not show that these defendants had,
We
before trial and judgment, attained their majority.
cannot presume that they were of full age at the time of
the trial. By the record they appear to be minors.
We
will certainly not aUow this to be contradicted by a pre•
•
•
sumption.

WEIGHT

V.

LEONARD.

Court of Common Pleas.
80

be

1861,

Law Journal (New Series),

365,

Btles, J.: I am of opinion that our judgment should
for the defendant. The record shews that the female

defendant, a married woman, fraudulently represented to
the plaintiff that certain acceptances were the acceptances
of her husband and that the plaintiff relying on those rep-
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resentations was thereby induced to advance money on the
bills to one Salt, the drawer. The law is settled that a married woman is with her husband liable for her torts ; but
that, on the other hand, she is not liable on her contracts
made during coverture.
The law is the same as to infants.
They are liable for their torts, but not, with certain exceptions, upon their contracts.
There is a class of intermediate cases, partaking partly of the nature of contracts
and partly of the nature of torts, in which the question
arises as to which category they are here to be referred.
It is not easy to lay down any general rule upon this sub
ject; but conceive that, at all events, misrepresentations,
upon the faith of which the plaintiff has acted, and which
might have been treated by him as contracts or warranties,
are not binding on the feme covert or the infant ; for if they
were binding, then the protection which the law throws over
married women and infants woidd be in great measure withdrawn.
Thus, a misrepresentation by an infant that he is
of full age {Johnson v. Pye, 1 Keb. 913), or a false statement by a married woman that she is discovert, is no
ground of action (Cooper v. Withan, 1 Lev. 247, and Cannan V. Farmer, 3 Exch. Rep. 698). In America there has
been a great number of decisions to the effect that an infant is not liable for fraud in cases where a contract is in
substance the ground of action, or where it is contained in a
contract which he is not capable of making (Wilt v. Welsh,
6 Watts, 9 Brown v. Durham, 1 Eoot, 273; Wallace v.
Morse, 5 HUl 391 ; and Morrill v. Aden, 19 Vermont, 505) ;
and it would seem that the law is the same even in cases;
where there may be other objections to the validity of the
contract besides the disability of the infant or married
woman, such, for example, as the absence of consideration,
for otherwise an infant or married woman might be liable
where they have received no consideration, and not liable
The cases in
where they have received considerations.
liable
for
defainatory
woman
is
words are
which a married
obviously distinguishable from cases ia which she is sought
to be made liable in an action ex contractu or ex quasi contractu. In the case of defamatory words, there is not only
no contract or semblance of a contract on the part of the
married woman herself, but there is no agreement or assent,
This disexpress or implied, on the part of the plaintiff.
tinction is indicated somewhat obscurely in the case of

I
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Cooper V. Withcm, 1 Lev. 247. In tlie present case the representation on which it is sought to charge the husband and
wife seems to me to be in the nature of a warranty.*
4.

mitted

107. — A husband and wife must be sued jointly for all torts comby the Trife either before or during coverture." Dicey on Parties,

"Eule

476.

Seotion 6.

Consequences of Nonjoindeb and Misjoindeb
OF

(a)

Parties.

In Actions

SNELL

V.

on Contract.

DB LAND.

'Supreme Court of Illinois.
43

Illinois,

1867,

323.

Bbeese, J., delivered the opinion of the court.
This was an action of assumpsit brought in the Dfe Witt
Circuit Court by James De Land, Edward De Land, Jonathan Hall, Henry Magill, Robert Magill, Samuel Magill,
and William Magill, against Thomas Snell, on a contract
of sale, made July 1, 1864, by them to Snell, of thirteen
thousand pounds of wool, at eighty cents per pound, to be
delivered in a reasonable time, with an averment, that the
plaintiffs did sell and deliver to the defendant in pursuance of the contract, on the 1st day of August, 1864, thirteen
thousand nine hundred and forty-nine and one-half pounds
of wool.
The plea was non assumpsit. • • •

The errors assigned are in finding the issues for the plaintiffs and in overruling the motion for a new trial.
On this assignment of error, the first point made by appellant is, that the proof does not show a joint interest in
the plaintiffs in this contract.
The rule on this subject is well settled. If plaintiffs sue
as joint contractors, they must show a joint interest in the
contract. The appellees ' counsel admit this to be the common law principle, but insist that section 7 of the act en-.
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it,

it,

titled "Evidence and Depositions" (Scates' Comp: 256, ch.
40), has changed the common law in this respect; that the
names and number of the contractors are presumed to be
right in the absence of any plea in abatement, or, unless
the defendant proves on the trial, that the plaintiffs are
too many or too few, or that their names are different.
That section was not designed to change the rules of
pleading, but simply dispenses with certain proofs, plaintiffs suing as partners, or as joint obligees or payees, were
required to make, at common law, imder the general issue
pleaded. It is a rule as old as the science of pleading itself,
that in declaring in actions on contracts there must not be
too few or too many plaintiffs. If there be, it is fatal to a
recovery; the action must fail, and this objection can be
availed of, either by plea in abatement, or as a ground of
nonsiut on the trial upon the plea of the general issue. 1
Ch. PI. 8; Murphy v. Orr, 32 HI. 489. It is most proper
upon the plea of the general issue, for under that plea the
plaintiff is bound to prove his case as he has stated it in
his declaration. The allegations and proofs must correspond — alleging that four persons, plaintiffs, made the contract declared on, with the defendant, is not supported by
or that the four
proof that but three of them made
together with another person named. The
named made
rule is, that the nonjoinder or misjoinder of plaintiffs may
be taken advantage of under the general issue.
Ch. PI.
20.

•

•

•

it

a

is

7

of chapter 40 furnishes a rule of evidence, or
Section
rather dispenses with proof of certain facts, which previous
to the statute was required. It furnishes no rules of pleadapparent
ing, leaving them as' at the common law; this
from the proviso to the section. A defendant may show,
as at common law, that too many persons, or too few, are
joined as plaintiffs, and this under the general issue. Here
They are named as James
there are too many plaintiffs.
De Land, Edward De Land and Jonathan B. Hall, and
the four Magills. Hall, the witness, testifies that James De
Land, Edward De Land, and Jonathan R. Hall were partdistinct
ners, and that the four Magills were partners, as
—
not that the De Lands,
partnership, as we understand
inter
were
sese.
partners
Hall and the Magills
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and the cause remanded.
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of the drcuit court is reversed
Judgment reversedJ^

S.
The objections of nonjoinder and misjoinder of parties plaintiff may
also be raised bj demnrrer, or hj motion in arrest of judgment after verdict,
or by writ of error after judgment.
See many cases eited in Ames' Cases on
Pleading (2nd Ed.) 133-140.

INHABITANTS OF EICHMONID

v.

TOOTHAKEB.

Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.
69

1879,

Maine, 451.

YmaTs, J.: Debt against the sureties on a town collector's bond, executed jointly, by Samuel Brown as principal, and these defendants as sureties.
The plaintiff's set out a joint, and not a joint and several, bond averring, with proper allegations of time and
venue, that the defendants, "together with one Samuel
Brown," by a certain writing obligatory, made, sealed and
delivered to the plaintiffs ' ' as the deed of the said Hagar,
Toothaker and Brown, and here in court to be produced, acknowledged themselves to be bound to the plaintiffs in the
sum of $24,000, to be paid to them on demand."
The defendants pleaded nan est factum, with brief statement of omnia performaverunt.
The case comes up on report, stipulating, among other
things, that this court, with jury powers as to the facts,
"are to render judgment, upon so much of the evidence as
is legally admissible, according to the legal rights of the
parties."
By this stipulation the pleadings must be considered.
The defendants contended at the argument that the action is not maintainable, for the reason that the bond is
joint and only two of the three obligors are made defendants.
The plaintiffs replied, that the nonjoinder should have
been pleaded in abatement, and tha,t the bankruptcy of
Brown excused the nonjoinder.
To these positions the defendants rejoined: (1) That
the plaintiffs having in their declaration informed the court
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that Brown was a joint obligor, the defendants were thereby relieved of the necessity of pleading that fact in abatement; and (2) that the debt, created by Brown's defalcation, was fiduciary, and therefore not barred by his discharge in bankruptcy.
The rule of the common law has long been well settled
that all of the joint obligors or promissors (with certain
well-known exceptions not essential to the decision of this
case) ought to be made defendants ; and that the plaintiff
may be compelled to join them, if advantage be seasonably
taken of any omission by proper plea. 1 Wm. Saund. 291,
b. n. 4; West v. Furbish, 67 Maine, 17. And the general rule
is that objection to the nonjoinder of a defendant can be
taken only by plea in abatement.
White v. Gushing, 30
Maine, 267; Reed v. Wilson, 39 Maine, 585; Richmond v.
Broivn, 67 Maine, 373.
But while there can be no doubt that, generally, in ease
of the nonjoinder of defendants unlike that of plaintiffs, it
is essential for the party defendant to plead it in abatement,
and therein give the plaintiff a better Avrit by giving the
name of whomsoever else ought to be joined; it would seem
to be equally well settled that when the plaintiff knows all
who ought to be joined, and mentions them in his declaration, then there is no necessity for giving such information
by way of plea in abatement; but that, in such case, the nonjoinder is a good ground of demurrer, or motion in arrest
of judgment ; and in case of judgment, by default at least,
it may be assigned for error, llarwood v. Roberts, 5 Maine,
381.
Gould Plead, c. 5, sec. 115; 1 Chit. Plead. (16 Am.

Ed.) 54, note K.
That the objection cannot be taken at the trial, as a
ground of nonsuit on the general issue, was decided by

Whelpdale's case, 5 Co., 119, and by South v. Tanner, 2
Taut. 254, in which the nonjoinder appeared on the face of
the declaration, but a nonsuit was set aside and a new trial
granted. Neally v. Moulton, 12 N. H. 483. And we do not
perceive any reason why it should. There is no variance,
The obligation is in law
as it was formerly understood.
regarded as the deed of the defendants, although not their
deed alone. It is none the less the defendants' obligation
because another was bound with them. Eapgood v. Watson,
"It
65 Maine, 510; Gove v. Lawrence, 24 N. H. 128.
would be very odd," said Mansfield, C. J., "if proof that
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a bond was executed by three would disapprove that it was
''
South v. Tanner, sv/pra.
executed by two of them.
The nonjoinder might have been pleaded in abatement,
notwithstanding it appeared in the declaration. Harwood
That is the
V. Roberts, supra; Neally v. Moulton, supra.
means which enables one obligor to compel a joinder of all.
Such a joinder may not be necessarily for the benefit of
the plaintiff, but of defendant. For, when all are joined,
and judgment is rendered against all, any one of them may,
have contribution against the others and the
by paying
judgment will afford him conclusive evidence of the amount
to be paid by them. If, then, a defendant omits to compel
nonjoinder, he simply waives an adjoinder by pleading
vantage which he might have obtained. He would not thereby lose his right of contribution, to be sure, but he wciuld
have no judgment which would conclude his contributors.

6

that the plaintiffs are en-

ABBOTT.

Errors

Hill,

of

Court for the Correction

V.

of

BUEGESS

is

Our conclusion, therefore,
titled to judgment.

New YorTc.

1843.

135.

it

a

is

"Walwoeth, Chancellor: The plaintiff ia error in this
judgment which
case was sued in an action of debt upon
stated in the declaration to have been recovered against him
and H. Crane, in an action of assumpsit, in the superior
does not appear by the
court of Cincinnati, Ohio. And
declaration whether Crane was alive or dead at the time of
the commencement of this suit upon the judgment.
The

it

5

it

is

question for consideration, therefore, is, whether tjie declaration
so defective in substance as to make
the duty of
the court to give judgment for the defendant upon a general
demurrer to the declaration.
It was decided, in the case of Horner v. Moor, in the court
of king's bench in England, in 1750 (see Burr. Rep. 2614),
where
appeared, on the face of the declaration, not only
that the bond upon which the defendant was sued was made

Sec.
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by him jointly with another person, but also that such other
person was still living, that the neglect to join such person
in the suit was a good ground for arresting the judgment.
And if it could be objected to in that way, the declaration
must necessarily be bad upon a general demurrer.
Sergeant Williams note to the case of Cabell v. Vaughan (1
Saund. Eep. 291, n. 4) is to the same effect; and it may
fairly be inferred from this note also, that, in his opinion,
if both of those facts did not appear from the declaration,
or some other pleading on the part of the plaintiff, the
defendant could not raise the objection of the nonjoinder of
a joint obligor in any other way than by a plea in abatement. In such a plea it is well settled that the defendant
must not only show that the contract upon which he is sued
was jointly made by him and another person, but also that
such other person is still living.
(HoUingworth v. Ascue,
Cro. EUz., 355, 494.)
have not been able to find any English case in which
it has been decided that advantage could be taken of the
nonjoinder of a co-obligor or promisor, upon general demurrer to the declaration, in an action upon the contract,

I

even where it appeared by the plaintiff's own showing that
there was originally a joint contract ; unless it also appeared
that the joint contractor was still living. On the other hand,
have not found any actual decision in England that the
objection could not be made by special demurrer, where the
fact appeared upon the face of the declaration that the contract was made jointly with another unless the plaintiff
went further and showed some excuse for not making such
joint contractor a party of the suit ; as by showing that he
was dead, or was an infant, and therefore not legally liable
upon the joint contract. The cases relied on by Mr. Justice
Story in Oilman v. Rives (10 Peters' Rep. 299), to prove
that a declaration is bad upon general demurrer, if the plaintiff shows there were other persons who contracted jointly
with the defendant, will be found upon examination not to
have been ordinary actions to recover a debt, or damages
arising upon contract ; but they were proceedings- by scire
(See
facias upon records, to obtain execution thereon.
Blackwell v. AsMon, Aleyn's Rep. 21, Style's Rep. 50, S. C. ;

I

The King v. Yoimg, 2 Anst. Eep. 448 ; The King v. Chapman, 3 id. 811.) Those cases rest upon the technical ground
that the writ of scire facias, upon a judgment or recogni-
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zance, to obtain execution thereon, must conform to tlie record, unless there is some suggestion in the writ showing a

good reason for departing from it.

*

*

*

There is no good reason why the defendant in such a
case should he permitted to raise a formal objection of this
kind by general demurrer, since the statute requiring matters of form to be specially pointed out. Where it appears
by the plaintiff's own showing that there is a joint contractor still aJive, who has not been niade a defendant in
the suit, it is evident that he ought not to be permitted to
proceed in such suit without making him a party. But
where it does not appear that the joint contractor who is not
sued is in full life, but a mere inference of law arises that
he may be, the defendant,

if

he can raise the objection by

is

it

I

if

I

a

is

if

it,

demurrer, should demur specially. For if the attention of
the plaintiff was called to the -fact by a special demurrer
that it did not appear by his declaration but that such joint
debtor was in full life and might have been joined in the
suit, he might amend his declaration, where the fact would
and cure the apparent irregularity by showing
justify
that the joint contractor was dead, or had been discharged
under the bankrupt act, or that he was an infant and therehe chose
fore would not be legally bound by the contract
to make that objection. And either of these would be a good
answer to the apparent informality appearing in the origiThe legislature having prohibited the denal declaration.
fendant from delaying the suit by a plea in abatement
where the declaration does not show a joint indebtedness,
in full life as well
unless' he shows the joint contractor
as the joint liability, by swearing to his plea, the plaintiff
ought not to be turned out of court, by a general demurrer,
upon the mere presumption that such party may be still
suit upon the joint contract.
alive and subject to
For
am inclined to think, in the abthese reasons, although
sence of any direct authority to the contrary in England,
before the revolution, or in this State since, that the objection to the declaration in the present case might have
been valid
am
specially pointed out by the demurrer,
satisfied
not an objection of which the defendant can
avail himself, in this State, either by general demurrer to
the declaration, or by a motion in arrest of judgment.
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aware that, in the case of Gilman v. Rives, before
referred to, and in the cases cited by the court below from
the reports of Virginia and of Maine (Leftwich v. Berkeley,
1 Hen. & Munf. 61, Harwood v. Roberts, 5 Greenl, Rep.
441), the objection has been held good upon general demurrer, motion in arrest of judgment, and even upon a
writ of error after a judgjnent entered by default against
the defendant.
Blit the decisions iu all of those cases appear to be based upon the English decisions in the three
scire facias cases from Aleyn, Style, and Anstruther; without adverting to the distinction between proceedings of that
kind and ordinary actions. And it has been decided by the
courts of other States that the defendant cannot avail himself of the objection of nonjoinder in any form of pleading
unless it appears that the joint contractor who is not sued
is in full life, as well as jointly liable with such defendant.
(See Mackall v. Roberts, 3 Monr. (Kent.) Bep. 130; Geddes
V. EoAJoh, 10 Serg. & Eawle (Penn.) Eep. 38.)
therefore think the decision of the superior court of the
city of New York in this case was not erroneous ; and that
the judgment of the supreme court sustaining that decision
should be affirmed.

I

Judgment affirmed.

SNELLGROVE

v.

HUNT.

Court of King's Bench.
1

Chitty's Reports,

1819,
71,

Assranpsit on a bill of exchange drawn the 16th of January 1818, payable four months after date for £100 to the
order of Bartholomew White, the bankrupt, and accepted
The declaration alleged the promises
by the defendant
to be made to the assignees of the bankrupt. At the trial
before Abbott, C. J., at the sittings after last term at
Guildhall, it appeared in evidence that the commission
issued against the bankrupt was dated on the 7th of
March, 1818; that the bill of exchange in question wa:i
due on the 19th of May following; that there were three
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assignees appointed under the commission, two only of
which joined in the present action. Under these circumstances, it was objected on the part of the defendant, that
all the assignees should have joined in the action, inasmuch as the action was founded entirely upon promises to
all. The case of Bloxam v. Hubbard, 5 East, 405, was
cited as an express authority; and the chief justice acquiescing in the^ objection, the plaintiffs were nonsuited.
F. Pollock now moved for a rule to shew cause why
the nonsuit should not be set aside, and a new trial granted.
The question in this case
whether two assignees
out of three may not lawfully sue, inasmuch as they sue in
must be adUndoubtedly
representative character.
founded enmitted that the declaration in this case
tirely upon promises made to the assignees of the bankrupt generally.
But this case may not be considered as
distinguishable from the case of executors, who may sue
without joining aU the executors named in the will. This
must be confessed, had some strong
objection however,
authorities in support of
and after looking more accuto be feared that the declararately at the pleadings,
tion cannot be; supported. It cannot be doubted that there
is a distinction between tort and assumpsit. In the former
competent for one of several perspecies of action
sons jointly interested to bring the action, and the defendant can only take advantage of the objection by
plea in
in
he
avail
the latter
himself of
on
abatement, but
may
East,
non assumpsit. In the case of Bloxam v. Hubbard,
407, which was an action of trover, in which only three out of
four assignees joined, and a similar objection being taken.
to be well
Lord Ellenbokough, C. J., said, "Assuming
has only the effect of precludso,
founded, and we think
ing the plaintiffs, who are three out of the four assignees, in
whom the property of the ship originally was vested, from
recovering more than their three-fourth parts in value of
now too well settled
the property in question. For,
court of law, that the deto be any longer disputed in
an objection of this sort,
himself
of
fendant can only avail
chattel have not
viz., that all the several part owners in
joined in an action of trespass or ofi tort brought in reUpon the same prinspect to
by plea in abatement."
ciple this case does not come within the ordinary rule
which applies where executors declare without being all
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joined in the action. The chief justice at the trial certainly asked ■whether the averment in this declaration could
be established by the evidence upon any decided authority. Expecting that it might be brought to correspond
with the principle of the case of executors, it was contended on that occasion, that the objection taken to the
declaration was not available; but upon consideration it
must be acknowledged that it does not fall within that
principle, because the implied promises would be to all the
assignees, whereas the promises averred in the declaration are only to two of them. Probably, however, the
court would think that what is said in a note of Serjeant
WUliams, in his edition of Sawnders's Reports, 1 Saund.
Bep., 4th Ed. 291, g. note 2, is not inapplicable to the
What he says is this: "With respect to
present case.
contracts not under seal, where in writing or by parol, a
distinction has been taken between actions of asswm/psit
and actions of tort; in the former case, if the one only of
several persons who ought to join bring the action, the
defendant may take advantage of it on non assumpsit, but
in the latter he must plead it in abatement. And this distinction is universally adopted. However, it may not be
improper to observe as to assumpsit by one only, that at
the time when most of the cases upon this subject were
decided, the same rule extended as well to defendants as
The rule in both cases was founded upon the
to plaintiffs.
same reason that the contract proved was not the same
with that in the declaration. But as soon as it was decided in the case or Rice v. Shute, 5 Barr. 2611, 2 Bl. R.
that leiaving
947, and the other cases which followed
out one of the joint contractors did not vary the contract,
one would have thought that the same principle would be
applied to the case of persons with whom the contract
was made. If the contract be still the same, notwithstanding one of the persons who ought to be made codefendant
that the contract
omitted, upon what principle
who
ought to be cothe
persons
one of
not the same,
may be objected, that by
plaintiff be omitted? Perhaps
this means the plaintiff and the defendant are not upon
equal terms that in an action against one only, he necessarily knows all the persons liable; but in an action by
one only, the defendant may often not know nor be able
But in answer to
to know, what persons ought to join.
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this, it should always be remembered that the rule is founded upon the supposed variance between the contract proved
and the contract laid, and not upon any inconvenience or
convenience to the parties. As to the knowing of the persons, the cases above referred to, respecting defendants,
have decided that this circumstance is immaterial; and as
to the convenience or inconvenience of the thing, it should
seem more convenient that the parties should, after issue,
joined, proceed upon the merits, than that the defendant
should be allowed to nonsuit the plaintiff upon a mere matter of form. However the settled distinction is, as
have
before mentioned, and it must he left to the operation of
time, and the same good sense as at last prevailed in Rice
V. Shute, respecting defendants, to do a/way a distinction
which seems to me to have no principle for its foundation."
It is to be feared that that period has not yet arrived, and
it is probable that this learned person did not know how
much he had to contend with.
have a great respect for that learned
Abbott, C. J. :
writer, and no man entertains more respect for his opinions
than
do, but
think that there is very great reason for
The
the distinction which he seems to contend against.
plaintiff knows or ought to know who are his own partners
in a transaction, but he may not be able to ascertain how
many persons are liable to be sued jointly; consequently,
the omission of a party who ought to have been a coplaintiff is a ground of nonsuit; but the omission to make a
party a defendant can only be taken advantage of by plea
in abatement
think this declaration is clearly bad.

I

I

I

I

I

ELIOT

V.

MORGAN.

Court of King's Bench {?).
7

1836.

Carrington and Payne, 334.

Assumpsit for work and labor as a surveyor.
Plea by the defendant WiUiam Morgan — payment of
281Z. before the action, payment into court of 500Z. more,
and that the plaintiff had not sustained damage to a greater
amount.
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J.

Morgan—

first, non assumpsenmt modo et forma; and, second, that
bhe plaintiff's claim was on a qiumtum meruit, and that he
bad done the work so badly that the defendants had derived no benefit from his services.
CoLBBiDGE, J, : Although the defendant William Morgan
had admitted the joint contract on the record, yet, if the
other defendants
in shewing that they are not
succeed
jointly liable, the plaintiff must fail as to all; for a joint
contract must be established against all, or against none ;
and it is competent for the two defendants, under their
plea of the general issue, to avail themselves of the defence
that too many defendants had been joined in the action.

Verdict for the plaintiff.

(h)

In

Actions in Tort.

PHILLIPS

v. CUMMINGS.

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.

1853.

11 Gushing, 469.

This was an action of tort, averring that the defendant
forcibly entered the premises of the plaintiff and took possession of the plaintiff's house and land, and converted the
same to her own use. At the trial in the court of common
pleas, before Bishop, J., it appeared that the plaintiff derived title through several mesne conveyances, from the
levy of an execution upon the premises in favor of Edwin
Jackson conveyed by
Spencer and Ephraim S. Jackson.
interest
in
the premises, and the
quitclaim all his right and
plaintiff claims through that title. There was no evidence
of -A conveyance from Spencer of his interest in the premises. The defendant objected that the plaintiff could not
maintain this action, because his cotenant Spencer was not
joined, and asked the court so to instruct the jury. But the
judge declined so to do, and the verdict being for the plaintiff, the defendant excepted.
BiGELOW, J.: The rule is fully and clearly established
that in actions of tort, such as quare clausum, or trover for
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taking goods, case for malfeasance, misfeasance, or nonfeasance, and the like, if the one only of two or more joint
tenants, tenants in common, executors, assignees, and
others who ought regularly to join, bring any such actions,
the defendant must plead the nonjoinder in abatement, and
cannot rely upon it to defeat the action under the general
issue, or avail himself of it for that purpose by plea in bar,
arrest of judgment, or otherwise. 1 Saund. 291 h; 1 Chit
PI. 66; Bloxcm v. Hubbard, 5 East, 407, 420.
Exceptions overruled.

GERRY

V.

GERRY.

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.
11

1858.

Gray, 381.

Action of tort for the conversion of a watch and chain.
At the trial in the court of common pleas, it appeared that

the watch and ch^n had been purchased in 1853 by the
female plaintiff during coverture, with money earned by
her. The defendant objected that upon this evidence the
action should have been brought in the name of the husband only; but Sangeb, J., for the purposes of the trial,
overruled the objection; a verdict was returned for the
plaintiffs, and the defendant alleged exceptions.
Metcalp, J. : This case is not affected by either of the
recent statutes of the commonwealth concerning married
women, but is to' be decided by the rules of the common
law. By that law, the watch and chain, which are the subjects of this suit, were the sole property of the husband.
No authority need be cited to this point. It follows that
the wife has wrongly joined as plaintiff. And the misjoinder of the plaintiffs is fatal, both in actions of tort and in
actions of contract When the misjoinder appears on the
declaration, it is fatal on demurrer; and before our practice act (Par. 22) took effect, it would have been fatal on
motion in arrest of judgment.
When it appears only in
evidence at the trial, it is ground of nonsuit, or requires
a verdict for the defendant. Archb. PI. 54 ; Browne on Action?, 307; Glover v. Eunnetmll, 6 Pidc 224; Ulm&r v. Cun-
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ningham, 2 Greenl. 117. These rules of law axe applied
as well to husbands and wives as to other misjoined plaintiffs. Archb. PI. 39; Broom on Parties, 229, 230. Moores
V. Carter, Hempst 64 ; Van Arsdale v. Dixon, HLU & Denio,
358 ; Rawlins v. Rovmds, 27 Vem. 17.
In actions of tort, there is a distinction between nonjoinder and misjoinder of plaintiffs. Nonjoinder is matter of abatement only. Thompson v. Hoskins, 11 Mass.
419 ; Phillips v. Cummings, 11 Cush. 469.
The verdict must be set aside, and a new trial granted.
But a new trial will be of no avail, imless the declaration
is 80 amended as to make the husband sole plaintiff.
Exceptions sitstained.

BUDDING^ON v. SHEARER.
Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.
22

Shaw, C.

J.,

1839,

Pickering, 427.

drew up the opinion of the court.

This action was commenced against James Shearer and
Lewis Shearer, jointly, to recover double damages under the
statute, for injuries alleged to have been sustained from a
dog owned and kept by them. The statute provision is,
that every owner and keeper of any dog, shall forfeit and
pay to any person injured by such dog, double the amount
of damage sustained by him, to be recovered in an action
of trespass. Revised Stat., c. 58, sec. 13.

It

now appears that before thalastjtried,. James Shearer
hadjieceased, and the action! proceeded against Lewis. On
the trial, the admissions of James were offered in evidence,
made during his life, to prove that the dog belonged to himself and Lewis, there being other evidence to prove the
ownership of Lewis. This was objected to, but admitted;
and upon that objection the defendant now moved for a
new trial.

But we do not think it necessary to pursue the subject,

or to consider tMs objection more particularly, because the
C.

lu P.

62
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court axe of opinion, that upon this last trial, after the
death of James, it was not necessary to prove jjjat he was
part owner of the dog, which .was the only ohject of the
testimony, and therefore the evidence objected to was immaterial.
It is a familiar rule of law, that in cases of tort, where
two or more are liable to an action, they are liable jointly
and severally; and therefore if one is sued alone, it is no
ground of abatement that others, who are liable, are not
sued. And if two or more are sued, a verdict may be rendered against one and in favor of others ; and on such a verdict, judgment may be rendered against the one, (^course,
therefore, although a joint, liability is averred^ it need not
be-prov-ed^

From the application of this rule, it wiU be obvious that,
had the cause proceeded to trial against both, on a declaration, charging them in different counts as owners, and as
keepers, in order to charge Lewis, it would not have been
necessary to prove James to be an owner. Then a fortiori,
when by the death of James the suit abated as against bim
and properly proceeded against Lewis alone, it was to be
regarded in the same manner as if Lewis alone had been
sued; and the ownership of James became wholly immate-

riaL

judgment on the verdict for the plcmtiff.

PBAESON

V.

STROMAL.

Constitutional Court of South Carolina.
1

Nott

amd

1818.

McCord, 354.

CoLoooK, J. : This action was originally brought against
two defendants. At the spring court of 1811, a motion was
made by plaintiff's counsel for leaving to strike out the
name of one of the defendants, and to proceed against the
other, which was granted.
After the plaintiff had gone through his evidence to prove
a title in himself, a motion was made for a nonsuit, on the
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authority of the case of Steel v. Ward et oL., decided in the
constitutional court, at Columbia, April, 1813, which (it was
then argued, and as I then thought correctly) had determined, that where an action was brought against two or
more for a joint trespass, that the plaintiff should not be
permitted, aJfter taking issue, to strike out one defendant,
and proceed against the other. And the case, from the manuscript report, does appear to be such an one, for in that
a motion was made to strike out aU but one defendant, and
refused; the plaintiff suffered a nonsuit, with leave to move
to set it aside, which he did, and his motion was refused.
It is clear, upon the general rules of pleading, that the
plaintiff had a right to enter up a nolle prosequi as to one
defendant (1 Chitty, 546, Greeves v. Rolls, 2 Salk. 456;
Tidd's Practice, 4th Edit. 623, 2 Amer. Ed. 6^) in actions
ex delicto; for in such one might be found guilty and the
other acquitted. 1 Sellon's Prac. 336 ; 1 Chitty, 31 ; 2 Loft's
Gilb. 595; 1 Morgan's Ess. 394; Brown v. Hasdrig et al.,
2 Vent. 151.
The nonsuit must, therefore, be set aside, and a new trial
granted.

